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SUHHARY
i

Mission plans for future NASA and DOD payloads include a -vide variety of

_ applications which require orbital cryogenic liquid storage and supply
systems. These applications range from the use of small _uar_tities of liquid

helium fo; experiment cooling to the use of thousands of liters of cryogens in
the next generation of orbit-to-orbit transfer vehicles. Liquid storage

requires the use of a fluid management system in low-g to accomplish gas-free

" liquid expulsion and efficient ther,nal control. One mean_ of thermal contro.

is to feed single-phase liquid to i thermodynamic vent system (TVS) to
intercept heat leak and control tant _ressure. A cryogenic storage and supply

concept, which utilizes a fine mesh screen fluid management device ariaa vapor
cooled shield TVS, known as the Cryogenic Fluid }_nagement Experiment (CFME),
is being developed by Martin Marietta under contract NAS3-21591 to the

NASA-Lewis Research Center. The CFME is =o be flown with liquid hydrogen as a
Shuttle/Spacelab experiment.

A conceptual design and trade study was completed to extend the usefulness
of the CFME storage tank concept to other fluids and tank sizes.

Specifically. the fluids and tank sizes studied, included:

I) Spherical 0.62 m3 (22 ft3) argon, helium, o_igen and methane tanks;

2) Spherical 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) argon, oxygen and methane tanks; and a

3) Spherical and Cylindrical 37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) hydrogen tank.

Missions for each of the tank/fluid combinations were specified; they

included constant liquid or gaseous supply, low-earth-orbit (LEO) to

geosynchronous orbit (GEO) transfer, GEO stationkeeping, or on-orbit liquid
resupply. For all cases except orbital resupply, each mission represented a

relatively long-term (years) storage. Each tank configuration was assumed to
be transported to low Earth orbit by the Shuttle.

Conceptual designs for each tank/fluid combination were generated. Fluid
dynamic, steady-state thermal and preliminary structural _nalyses were made
for each storage and supp]y tank concept. Numerous conceptual design trades
were made to address the design paradox of a conservative support structure
and minimum ther_ll input.

Relatively low weilht and thermally efficient designs were configured for
shuttle application for each tank/fluid coubination. Parametric data,
generated for each conceptual design to describe the orbital performance,
include: I) mexxmu_," liquid outflow rates and residual_, 2) rate of heat

: additJon, 3) vent rate, 4) helium pressurant requirements, and 5) weight. A
; technology evaluation was completed, outlining d_iclencies and
; reconmendations for future analytical a_1 experimental work.

!l
_- m _ 77 _ ,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mission plans for future NASA and DOD payloads include a wide variety of

applications which require orbital cryogenic liquid storage and supply

systems. These applications range from the use of small quantities of liquid

helium for experiment coolin7 to the use of thousands of pounds of cryogens in

the next generation of orbit-to-orbit trar.fer vehicles. Liquid storage

requires the use of o fluid management system in low-g to accomplish gas-free
. liquid expulsion and efficient thermal control.

Recent analytical and experimental efforts have _esulted in designs that

include cryogenic tankage containing fine-mesh screen liquid acquisition

devices and thermal coatrol systems consisting of thermodynamic vent systems

(TVS) to intercept heat leak and control tank pressure (Ref. I-4). However, a

thorough characterization of low-g liquid expulsion and thermal performance
has mot been made foz cryogenic tankage. This information is needed to

provide an adequate data base from which efficient therm.l designs can be
generated. An orbital flight test is required because ground-based low-g test
facilities are limited to a maximum of 25 seconds and thermal stabilization

may require two to four days.

The Martin Marietta Corporation is currently developing a Shuttle/Spacelab

experiment under contract NAS3-21591 to the NASA-Lewis Research Center

(LeRC). The experiment, designated as the Cryogenic Fluid Management

Experiment (CFME), consists of the systems necessary to store and expel liquid

hydrogen in a low-g environme,t and to measure the performance of these
systems. The CFME liquid hydrogen storage and supply tank is mounted on a

Spacelab pallet and carried into orbit within the cargo bay of the Space
Shuttle Orbiter.

The CFME storage and supply tank, shown schematically in Figure I-I,

consists of the following major elements:

o a pressure vessel containing a liquid acquisition device LLAD);

o a thermodynamic vent system (TVS) consisting of heat exchangers
attached to a vapor-cooled shield (VCS);

, o multilayer insulation (MLI); and

o a vacuum jacket and girth ring assembly with trunnion supports

for holding the pressure vessel.

The LAD is the key element of the storage and supply tank because it

provides the means of expelling gas-free liquid in a low-g environment. The

single-phase liquid feed is available for satisfying user requirements or

supplying the thermodynamic vent system. The TVS uses the liquid hydrogen to
control tank pressure. The hydrogen flows through two heat exchangers, each
having an orifice that reduces the hydrogen temperature. These heat
exchangers are mounted to the tank penetrations and the vapor-cooled shield,

_ which is located concentrically between the tank and the vacuum jacket.

i I-I
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The MLI co_ifiguration consists of a O.15-mil double aluminized mylar

radiation shield separated by two Dacron B4A net spacers, assembled to a layer

density of 60 reflectors per inch. This insulation blanket surrounds the

vapor-cooled shield, and the entire tank assembly is contained within a vacuum

jacket which provides efficient thermal control during launch operations and
ascent.

A pressurization system, data acquisition and control system (DACS) and

instrumentation make up the other major elements of CFME flight hardware. A

• sketch of the experiment hardware mounted on a Spacelab pallet is shown in
Figure 1-2.

The objective of this Orbital Cryogenic Storage and Supply System study
was to establish the range of application of the CFME storage and supply tank

assembly design, and determine modifications, as required, for other cryogenic

liquids and large tank sizes. More specifically, the study involved expanding

the CFME liquid hydrogen fluid dynamic, thermal and structural analyses to the

matrix of tank sizes and cryogenic liquids presented in Table I-!. The CFME

0.62 m3 (22 ft3) hydrogen tank assembly was the "baseline" for the study,

and this designation is used in the remainder of the report. As part of the
study, changes to the CFME were identified, as required, to aceon=nodate

storage requirments. Total liquid acquisition devlces and thermodynamic vent
techniques for thermal control were ground-ruled for the study. Emphasis was

placed on concepts and designs (e.g., support structure, components, control

s_'stems, etc) suitable for more than one cryogenic fluid.

Table I-I Study Matrix of Tank Size/Cryogenic Liquid Combinations

Tank Volume Cryogenic Liquid ....

m3 (ft3) Hydro gen Me thane Argon Oxygen Heiium

0.62 (22) CFME
(Baseline) X X X X

12.5 (440) X X X

37.4 (1320) X

A simplified schematic of the CFME baseline is presented in Figure

1-3. A dark boundary line is drawn around the elements of the CFME that

represent the tankage system evaluated in this study. The outflow, fill and
drain, ground servicing vent and thermodynamic vent lines and valves were

considered part of the tank assembly. Additional description of the CFME

baseline is included as Section B of this chapter.

t
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A. Study Approach

The plan for conducting the study is presented in Figure I-a. It
consisted of three tasks: Task I - Conceptual Design, Task II - Fluid,

Thermal and Structural Analysis, and Task III - Technology Evaluation.

The baseline CFME design was used as the initial conceptual design for
each tank size/fluid combination. Mission requirements and study ground

rules specified by NASA-LeRC at the beginning of the study effort guided
the trade studies, resulting in preliminary, conceptual designs of each

system in the study matrix.

The Task II analysis effort was then performed, using techniques,

computer models, and data previously used for the CFME detailed design

and analysis. The fluid dynamic analysis consisted of hand calculations
to establish the beLavior of the liquid in the tanks, acquisition

devices, inflow and outflow lines and thermodyanmic vent systems.

Orbital performance predictions were prepared similar to those compiled B

for the CFME (Re f. 5). The steady state thermal analysis was conducted

using the Cryogenic Storage Analysis Model (CSAM) thermal model and

computer progcam. Tt,is program is a general thermal analyzer program,
and includes a transient heat transfer network analysis, internal tank

thermodynamics and a heat exchanger simulating the thermodynamic vent

system. A brief description of the program is included as Appendix A,

and a compilation of the preliminary analysxs performed for CFME is

contained in Reference 6. Fluid property subroutines were added to the

program for the oxygen, argon, meth,ne and helium cases. Thermodynamic
vent system operations and helium pressurant requirements were
determined.

A preliminary structural analysis was performed for each conceptual
design to establish that the structural integrity was adequate for

transport to low earth orbit by the Shuttle. Hand calculations were

used to define the dynamic loads, hand calculations and selected
Buckling of Shells of Revolution (BOSOR) runs were used to size the

storage vessels, and hand calculations were used for the vacuum jacket

buckling analysis. Similar analyses for CFHE are documented in
Reference 7.

A conceptual design iteration and update was performed following the

fluid, thermal and structural analyses. The resulting conceptual

designs were used as the basis for conducting the technology evaluation

and determining reco_endations for future analytical and experimental
efforts.

B. CFME (Ba_=iine) Description

The _pecific configuration of the CFME storage and supply tank

i assembly was influenced by the experimental objective of evaluating a
thermodynamic vent system in combination with a fine mesh screen

acquisition device for thermal control. A total communication device
was selected for the LAD. The configuration of the LAD is shown
schematically in Figure I-5. A four-chdnnel arrangement encircles the
interio: of the tank, providing a flow path between the liquid in its
low-g orientation and the tank outlet. One side of each channel is
covered with 325x2300 _tch _ill fine-mesh screen.

1-6
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The screen on the flow channels is truncated to keep the
screen-covered portions completely submerged within the liquid during
the ground hold and boost phases of the mission. The truncation is at
the 10 percent level, and the initial ullage volume is approximately 5
percent, allowing some margin for liquid sloshing and venting. A 4.0-cm [
(1.6-£n) by 2.0-cm (0.39-in) channel cross-section was selected to !
provide a residual of less than one percent at a minimum nominal flow
rate of 1.5 Kg/hr (3.3 Ib/hr). Performance was considered in both the " I
omnidirectional acceleration environment produced by the Shuttle I
Reaction Control System of 0.04-g and the settling acceleration
environment due to the Shuttle Orbital Maneuvering System of 0.077-g.
Safety considerations required propellant outflow (and dump) in a low-g

environment (non-RCS operational at point of depletion) at a flow rate
• of 81.8 Kg/hr (180 Ib/hr). In this case a residual of less than two

percent can be achieved with the selected channel configuration.

The location of the ullage in low-g is not controlled to permit

• efficient (gas only) venting, so the increase in pressure due to heat

leak is relieved by withdrawing liquid through the acquisition device to

feed the thermodynamic vent system, which is illustrated schematically
in Figure I-6. The vented liquid is used as a refrigerant to reduce the

heat input to the tank. This is accomplished by routing the vent fluid

through heat exchangers which intercept heat entering through the I
insulation and along tank penetrations. Liquid withdrawn from the tank i
outlet flows through a Viscojet (Trademark, the Lee Co.) at the entrance

to each heat exchanger. The V_cojet is a multiorifice flow restrictor I
(Joule-Thompson device) which meters the vent flow while reducing the }

pressure and temperature.

Pressurlzatlon/Vent

Horizontal Line

Drain Line

Vapor-cooled
-_---- ld

• Vapor-coole
Shield

_;" " Jet VtscoJet__ _Outflow Line

Heat Exchanser i (BXI) Heat Exchanger 2 (HX2)
(Bot tom-to-top) ( Top- to-Bot tom)

Figure I-6 CFHE Thermodynamic Vent System
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Heat exchanger one (8XI) is configured in a bottom-to-top direction
and pro,:ides greater cooling to the bottom of the tank. The flow of

heat exchanger two (HX2) is in the top-to-bottom direction, providing a

means for limiting the temperature difference between the poles of the il
tank. The heat exchangers provide some degree of cooling to the entire

tank since they are attached to the vapor-cooled shield. A thermal i
short is provided between the heat exchangers and composite trunnions to

decrease heat input to the storage tank through these support members.
Additional cooling capacity of the vent gas leaving the VCS is used to

reduce heat leak along fill, vent, drain and outflow lines. Flow in the I

two heat exchangers is controlled by on-off latching solenoid valves 1
actuated by a microprocessor. HXl is designed to remove approximately !

60-80 percent of the input heat leak and 8X2 is sized to remove 150-200 i¢
percent.

I
A summary of the steady state heat leaks for the CFME is presented t

in Table I-2. Heat leaks are listed for cases with and without HXl of

the TVS operating. The major heat input is through the MLI, accounting I

for 42 percent of the total heat leak when the TVS is inoperative. With i
HXI operating at a flow rate of 0.023 gg/hr (0.05 lb/hr), a heat leak of

1.8 W (6.1 Stu/hr) is obtained (accompanied by a slow tank pressure
rise). This table will be useful for compar{son purposes as the thermal
performance results arc reviewed in Chapter IV.

Experiment flexibility and safety considerations resulted in the
numerous servicing line penetrations of the storage and supply tank, and
the relatively large safety factors used in the design. The relatively
severe environments encountered in the Shuttle cargo bay, and the
purposely conservative design approach associated with the safety
aspects of hydrogen, resulted in a quite heavy tank assembly weight,
which is presented in Table I-3.

The liquid hydrogen tank consists of two 6061-T6 aluminum alloy

hemispherical domes which are welded to a ring. The wall thickness is a
minimum of 0.142-cm (0.056-in) with increased thickness at the poles and

the _upport ring. The wall thickness in these areas tapers from 0.64-cm
(0.25-in) to 0.142-cm (0.056-in). The wall thicknesses resulted from a

2.5 safety factor imposed on the design yield point. A factor of 1.5

was applied to limit load to obtain ultimate load.

The vacuum jacket and girth ring are 6061-T6 aluminum. The vacuum

acket consists of two hemispherical domes of thickness 0.28-cm
O.110-in) which are welded to the girth ring. This thickness provides

• safety factor ot 1.5 against a collapse pressure of 101 gN/m2 (14.7
psi). '['hegirth ring has a diameter of 1.16-m (45.7-in) and is a forged
and machined channel section.
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Table I-2 Steady State Heat Leaks for CFME (Baseline) Configuration

Conductor TVS Inoperative TVS Operative (HX1)
Heat Input Heat Input_

Watts Watts/m 2 % of Total Watts Watts/m Z
Btu/hr) LBtu/hr ft2) (Btu/hr) (Btu/hr ft2)

_ Iti-'iaye'r ......
Insulation 3.0 0.85 42 2.7 0.77

; (Thickness =
31.8 mm) (10.2) (0.27) (9.2) (0.25)

j , , .....

Supports 2.I 0.59 30 1.8 O.51

(7.2) (0.19) (6.I) (.16)

,im

Penetrations 1.6 0.45 23 0.9 0.26

(5.5) _.14) (3.1) (0.08)

Thermodynamic _ L
Vent System 0.4 0.II 5 3.6* 1.03"
(Flowrate =

0.023 kg/hr) (1.4) (0.03) (12.3)* (0.33)*

TOTAL 7.1 2.0 1oo 1.8 o.51

(24.3) (0.63) (6. l) (0.16)

il ii

* Indicates heat flow from tank to conductor

Table 1-3 Storage and Supply Tank Assembly Weight Summary

. Weisht
Tank Assembly Element Kg (Ib)

LH2 Storage Tank 32.3 (71.1)

i • Thermal Control System 29.5 (64.8)

(TVS and VCS)

LH2 Tank Supports 3.4 (7.4)
Out flow Valves 3.2 (7.0)
Vacuum Jacket 36.9 (81 • 1)

Girth Ring 23.4 (51.6)

: Total 128.7 283.0
m
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II. MISSION AND OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Mission criteria were specified by NASA-LeRC for each of the tank/fluid

combinations in the study matrix. Operational requirements such as tank

pressure, user system and abort flowrates, and duty cycle, were then
established as the criteria for preparing the conceptual designs and

evaluating performance. Shuttle environment_ were also defined for each of
the tank/fluid combinations. Because the weight and thermal performance of

each tank assembly are so closely tied to the methods of support, particular
• emphasis was directed toward the dynamic environments associated with launch•

The mission and environmental requirements are presented in Sections A and B,

and fluid properties and material properties summarized in Sections C and D,

respectively.

A. Mission Requirements

The following mission functions were defined for each fluid/tank

combination in the study:

l) Methane 0.62 m3 (22 ft3) - Experiment cooling

2) Argon 0.62 m3 (22 ft3) - Electric propulsion for stationkeeping

3) Oxygen 0.62 m3 (22 ft3) - Life support

4) Helium 0.62 m3 (22 ft3) - Experi.ent cooling

5) Argon 12.5 m3 (440-ft3) --Electric propulsion for orbit talsing
and stationkeeping

6) Methane 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) - Low thrust chemical stage

7) Oxygen 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) - Orbital Supply module (Tanker) for OTV

8) Hydrogen 37,4 m3 (1320 ft 3) - Orbital Supply Module (Tanker) for OTV

' From these basic mission designat _ ,ns, a typical set of specificat{ons for

duty cycle, loaded mass, mission flowrate and abort flowrate were defined, as
shown in Table II-I. The loaded liquid mass for each storage and supply
system represents a 95-percent liquid load, except for the 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3)

• methane tank which has a 91.1 percent load. All of the 0.62 m3 (22 ft3)
tanks have 8 constant outflow throughout the mission duration except
the argoq tank. The methane and helium tanks are for a 180-day mission with?

f
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constan_ liquid outflow; the oxygen tank is for a 180-day life support mission

with constant gaseous outflow. The argon flowrate represents a

state-of-the-art electric propulsion system with an Isp of 3000 sec and a

maximum thrust of I.I N (0.25 Ib), as designated by NASA-LeRC. The seven-year

mission requirement was an upper limit design goal outside the capability of a

0.b4 m3 (22 ft3) tank. Determination of the mission duration potential

for this application was the key focus of the thermal and structural trade
studies.

The 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) argon tank was specified to use 75 percent of

the propellant for LEO-to-GEO transfer and the remainder for stationkeeping,

with a seven-year design goal as previously discussed for the smaller argon

tank. The flowrate duril_g transfer represents constant flow of 75 percent of

the loaded liquid over POC da, s. The flowrate during stationkeeping again

represents feeding thrusters with a total thrust of I.I N (0.25 Ib). With the

quantity of liquid remaining in the tank following transfer, it would be

possible to operate the thrusters on a 50-percent-on duty cycle during the

remainder of the seven-year mission. This ne_lect_ any loss of fluid due to

boil-off. If the boil-off rate exceeds the equivalent flowrate of 0.14 kg/hr

(0.3 Ib/hr) then the percentage of on-time would be reduced. Since the

thrusters can accept a low pressure gaseous supply, the approach was to

configure the thermal control system such that the flowrate requirement for

the thruqters matched as closely as possible the vent rate required to

maintain tank pressure.

The 12.5 m 3 (440 ft3) methane tank was applied to a CI_/LO 2 low thrust

chemical orbit-to-orbit propulsion system, as defined in Reference 8. The
methane tank outflow rate is based on a 445 N (lO0 Ib) thrust nine-burn

mission scenario, as defined in Table 11-2. A mixture ratio of 3.7 was used

for the CH4/LO 2 propulsion system. The total payload mass was 27,000 kg

(b0,000 Ibs). A 40-hour on-orbit storage period precedes the LEO-to-GEO
transfer.

The 12.5 m 3 (440 ft3) LO 2 and 37.4 m 3 (1320 ft3) LH 2 tanks ere for

OTV resupply. General Dynamics has specified three-hour OTV resupply

sequences (Ref. 9) with actual durations for outflow from the supply tanks of

1.0 hour for LH 2 and 0.5 hours for LO2. The remainder of these three-hour

transfer times include line hook-up, cooldown, purging, etc. For the purposes

of this study, a three-hour outflow time was agreed upon, resulting in the

flowrates specified in Table II-I, with abort rates correspording to the

outflow times of the General Dynamics study.

The other abort flowrates specified in Table II-I were based on the

following rationale. For the argon and helium tanks, which contain inert

fluids, the desire is to abort while on-orbit so that designing for crash

landing does not over-penalize the system. An abort time of 1.5 hours wab

assumed to be representative of a single orbit commitment to return from

orbit. It was assumed that for fuels and oxidizers the dumping on-orblt must

be accomplished sequentially. Thus, one hour was assumed for fuels and

i one-half hour for the oxygen oxidizer.

-_ II -4
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Table II-2 Methane 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) Storage Tank Duty Cycle

Duration Mass Mass

Burn (see) (Hr) Used Remainin_

- kg I (lb) kg (lb)
L

4503 (9907)

I 22528 6.26 645 (1419) 3858 (8488)

Coast 1.7

2 19976 5.55 572 (1258) 3286 (7230)

Coast 1.9

3 17709 4.92 507 (1116) 2779 (6114)
#

Coast 2.3
4 15697 4.36 450 (989) 2330 (5125)

Coas _ 2.8
5 13910 3.86 398 (876) 1931 (4249)

Coast 3.5

6 12324 3.42 353 (776) 1579 (3473)

Coast 4.5
7 10915 3.03 313 (988) 1266 (2785)

Coast 6.2
8 9664 2.68 277 (609) 989 (2176)

Coast 1.0

Circularize 32397 9.0 928 (2041) 62 (135)
66.98 4443

An initial study ground rule of 414 KN/m 2 (60 psia) maximum tank supply

pressure was established for all cases except helium. Performance limitations

or advantages associated with this pressure level were identified later in the

study as structural and thermal performance results were generated. In most

cases, decreases in the maximum operating pressure were possible, resulting in

potential tsn_ weight reductions. Because the critical pressure for helium is

227.5 KN/m2 (33 psia), the maximum operating pressure must be below this
level to msintain a liquid supply in the tank. Critical pressures for argon,

methane and oxygen are all above 4140 KN/m 2 (bOO psi), and the critical

pressure of hydrogen is 1300 KN/m 2 (188 psi), giving adequate design and

performance margins. (Fluid property data are presented in Section C.)

, B. Shuttle Interfaces and Environments

Two separate acceleration/vibration environments were identified for

conducting the conceptual design and structural analysis tasks. For the
" initial conceptual design activity, the 0.62 m3 (22 ft3) tank assemblies

were assumed to be Spacelab pallet-mounted like the CFME design. This
environment is sunanarized in Table 11-3, and the random vibration environment

for the pallet-mounted tank assembly is included as Figure 11-1. These
environments are specified in the Spacelab Payload Accommodations Handbook
(SPAH), Reference I0.
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Table II-3 Acceleration/Vibration Environment for Spacelab i

Pallet-Mounted Tank Assemblies (SLP/2104) i

Boost/Ascent and Landing tt
I) Quasi-Static Accelerations (g)

I• • . • . •

Event X Y Z

+2.11 +5.5

Lift-Off -4.3 +1.4 -6.1

+6.6 !Landing +--4.0 _I.0 -4.0

Emergency +4.5 +4.5

Landing -1.5 _1.5 -2.0 |

2) Random - Pallet 8.72 g RMS

3) Sine

I Frequency Range 5-35 Hz

Level **3.25g (0 to peak)

Sweep Rate T oct./rain, i

I On-Orbit [

I) Drag (g)

-3.0 x 10-6 axial (0o angle of attack)

-1.6 x 10-5 lateral (90° angle of attack)

2) RCS - Omnidirectional - 0.04g

3) OMS - Settling Acceleration - 0.077g
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(ST_/2104 - Spacelab Payload Accommodations _landbook)
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An additional requirement in tPe SPAH is that the natural frequency of the

tank assembly mounted with support tructure to the Standard Spacelab pallet
r

, hardpoints must be greater than 3J Hz. This was found to be a significant
weight driver for the CFME, particularly the increased size of the vacuum
jacket girth ring web and thickness. These stringent environments imposed on

payloads greatly influence the structural design, and result in significant
weight and thermal penalties over tanks designed to environments repre cnt-

ative of those specified for the basic Shuttle Orbiter hardware. It should be

note4 that the Orbiter tank systems (OMS, RCS and PRSA), which have a design

goal of lO0-mission life, are being qualified to hess severe dynamic
environments than that imposed on pallet-mounted structure.

For the larger tanks, the environments are those specified in the Space

Shuttle Payload Accommodations Handbook, Reference II. The conceptual des: ._s
of these I_a.ger tanks assume the ranks are mounted to the Orbiter keel and

main ]cngeron trunnion fittings. A 5-point payload retention system is
defil,ed for supporting large payloads within the cargo bay, as sh_ _ in Figure

11-2. A h-point retention system, with only one ]ongeron stabilizing fitting,

is also possible. For purposes of this _tudy it was assumed that the tank
support struts tie-in directly to thePe fittings. The support system for the

tank essentially becomes a truss network, which could be used as a basic frame

strdcture for the entire payload package. The acceleration/vibration
environment for these larger tanks is summarized in Table 11-4, and the

acceleration spectral densities at the two trunnion mounting points (longeron

and keel) are presented in Figures 11-3 and 11-4.

The thermal environment used for design and analysis was similar to that
being used on the CFME, and is su_arized in Table 11-5. It was assume,i that

the tank assemblies are exposed to a hard vacuum and when in the payload bay

are located centrally with an unobstructed view of the door. If the tank
assemblies are removed from the orbiter as part of a spacecraft, stage, etc.,

the extreme hot and cold conditions to which the tanks are exposed are still
assumed to be those in Table 11-5.

C. Fluid Properties

Fluid properties were compiled from References 12 through 17 for each of
the fluids in the study. The saturation temperature, surface tension,

density, kinematic surface tension and heat of vaporization for liquid

saturation pressures of 138 KN/m2 (20 psia) and 414 KN/m2 (60 psia) are

presented in Tables II-6 and 11-7 for each of the cryogens. (Table II-6 is in

International Units and Table 11-7 is in English Units.) Thermophysical

property data are fairly well established for hydrogen, oxygen, methane and
argon. Liquid helium thermophysical data are not as well characterized

because of the difficulties of measuring the particular parameters at liquid .

helium temperature. Because this study is directed to liquid helium storage
and supply and not the so-called "supsrfluid", which has received considerable
interest over the past decade, a brief sunt_acy of helium properties is
included in the following paragraphs.

s-
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Figure 11-2 5-Polnt Payload Retention System (Indeterminate)
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Table II-4 Acceleration�Vibration Environment for Orbiter-
Mounted Tank Assemblies

Boost/Ascent and Landing
|

1) Quasi-Static Accelerations (g)
• s s • • •

Event X Y Z

Lift-Off -3.2 +1.4 +2.5D m

+1.8 +4.2
D

Landing -2.0 +1.5 -I.0

Emergency +4.5 +4.5

Landing -1.5 +_1.5 -2.0

2) Random - Keel Trunnion Fitting - 9.71 g RMS

3) Random - Main Longeron Trunnion Fitting - 2.42 g RMS

4 ) Sine

Frequency Range 5-35 Hz
Level +0.25 g (0 to peak)

Sweep Rate _ oct./rain.

On-Orbit

l) Drag (S)

-3.0 x 10-6 axial (0o angle of attack)

-1.6 x 10-5 lateral (90o angle of attack)

2) RCS - Omnidirectional - O.04g

3) OMS - Settling Acceleration - 0.077g
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Table II-5 Thermal Environment Inside Cargo Bay

• Worst Case Hot Fnvironment

o All surfaces inside cargo bay which can be viewed by tank assembly

are at 393OK (708OR), and are effectively black.

o Cargo doors are open and sun is viewed directly overhead with solar
radiation flux of 1400 W/m 2 (444 Btu/hr-ft2). At the same time

deep space is viewed with a sink temperature of absolute zero.

Worst Case Cold Environment

o All surfaces inside cargo bay which can be viewed by tank assembly
are at 123oK (222OR), and are effectively black.

o Cargo bay doors are open and deep space is viewed with a sink
temperature of absolute zero.

Worst Case Transient, Cold to Hot

o All surfaces inside cargo bay which can be viewed by the tank

assembly or to which the assembly is mounted, go from 123OK

(222OR) to 393OK (708OR) following an exponential curve such
that 95 percent of the change occurs in 23 min. The remaining 5

percent of the change is linear, reaching maximum temperature in 30
minutes. The environment then remains at hot condition for a

maximum of 2 hours.

Worst Case Transient r Hot to Cold

o All surfaces go from 708OR to 222°R following an exponentia'
curve such that 95 percent of change occurs in approximately 68

minutes. The remaining 5 percent of the change is linear, reaching
minimum temperature in 90 minutes. The environment then remains at
the cold condition for a maximum of 2 hours.

Maximum Time at Extreme Conditions

o Maximum time extreme conditions will exist is 2 hours. The

environmental temperature will then cycle toward the other
condition. This gives the maximum cycle time:

• Hot condition 2.0 Hours
Hot to ccld 1.5 Hours
Cold conditions 2.0 Hours
Cold to hot 0.5 Hours

Total max cycle time 6.0 Hours
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Helium exists as one of three isotopes: 3lie, 4lie and 6He. The
latter has a half-life of only 0.82 sec (Ref. 18) and is, therefore, unstable4

and not of interest in this study. The ratio of 311e to 4tle as it is found

naturally, is only about 1:107 (Re{. 18) and is also therefore not pertinent
to this study. The study is thus directed at the storage apd supply of 4lie
(alternately He-4), the properties _f which are listed in Table II-8.

lte-4 is characterized by its so-called "lambda-point" parameters. The

liquid has a very drastic chan_e in specific heat at a temperature of 2.i7OK
(3.9°R), the "lambda-transition" as seen in Figure II-5. The specific heat
rises to a very high value at the lambda ter_perature and has the shape of
lambda over the temperature range shown. The liquid exhibits a marked
difference in behavior and properties above a,,d below this temperature. The
difference is great enough to give the regions separate labels. Normally they
are referred to as P,e-1 and lie-2, as picture_t in the PT Plane in Figure II-6.
The lambda transition is a straight line, as ,,hewn. The difference between
ite-1 and }te-2 is zeflected in all of the thermodynar_ic functions but is most
apparent in the kinetic properties. Liquid tie-2 is the "superfluid*', known
for its unique properties, e.g., a near-zero viscosity which yields its most
di_.tinctive quality of superfluidity.

As seen in Figure II-6, He-4 is considerably different when compared to a
normal fluid in the PT plane. For _he He-1 state, the viscosity of the

saturated liquid is nearly a constant value of about 35 micropo.se (Ref. 19),
except near the lambda line. Absolute o:- dynamic viscosity is presented in
Figure II-7. These viscosity data were o_tained from NBS Technical Note 631,
pp. 27 and 29, at saturation (Ref. 20). (The viscosity of He-2 as determined
by its rate of flow through narrow slits, is extremely small, at least 106
times less than the viscosity of He-1.)

The mass density of lie-4 is prese;._.ed in Figure II-8 (Ref. lq, p. 9). It
decreases with increased temperature from the lambda point. Surface tension

of He-4 also decreoqes with increased temperature, Figure II-9. The dashed
line (Ref. 20) compares closely to the solid line values obtained from
Reference 19, p. 422. As seen from Figures II-8 and II-9, surface tension
decreases with increased temperature at a greater rate than does mass density;

therefore, kinematic surface ten-ion decrea3es l;itl_increased temperature.

The problems of liquid helium storage and supply are evident from a review
of these data, The critical point is only I.OOK (l.8OR) above the normal

boiling point, and the heat of vaporization is only 21 joule/ggm (9 Btu/Ib),

For a t_tored quantity of 74 kg (163 Ib), only 1,55 X lO6 joulee (1467 Btu)

will vaporize all the liquid. ._mission duration of 180 days corresponds to an
average heating rate of 0.I0 watt (0.34 Btu/hr) to vaporize all the liquid.
The net heat input for retaining liquid within the storage vessel therefore has
to be less than this limiting condition. The preliminary conceptual design of
the 0,62 m3 (22 ft3) helium tank assembly a._fined during Task I was
influenced by these considerations.

!
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Figure 11-8 Denslty of Liquid Helium-4 Under Saturated Conditions
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D. Material Properties

Primary materials of construction considered for this study were those

employed in the baseline CFME design. These were aluminum for tankage

materials, stainless steel for the liquid acquisition device, and S-glass/

E-glass composites for structural supports. Properties of the metals were

obtained from Reference 21 while those for the composites were obtained from
References 22 through 25.

Tensile strength and good weldability are of prime importance to a vessel

designed for burst. The higher tensile strength of 2014-T6 or 2219-T62,

coml,ared to 6061-T6, can be used to advantage in this application, resulting

in reduced shell thicknesses and weights.

A comparison of the different aluminum alloys, Table 11-9 for room

temperature properties and Table II-I0 for properties at liquid hydrogen

temperature, shows the advantage of using a 2014-I"6 or a 2219-T62 alloy.

Martin Marietta haJ developed techniques for welding both alloys. Titan
launch vehicle tanks are constructed of 2014-T6 and the External Tank for the

Shuttle Space Transportation System is made from 2219-T62. However, neither

of these alloys is as easy to weld as b061 aluminum..

11_e critical material property when sizing the tank for collapse is the

modulus of elasticity (E). All three materials considered have a similar E

and therefore the better weldability of 6061-T6 makes it the preferred

approach for the vacuum jackets.

Stainless steel was chosen for the channels and other elements of the

liquid acquisition device because of its high strength and stiffness as well

as its compatibility/weldability with the screen being used. The 325x2300

mesh Dutch twill woven wire cloth, constructed of 304L stainless steel, is

preferred for fine-mesh screen acquisition devices because of its high

capillary retention capability (high bubble point) and its excellent

fabricability characteristics.

Composites are attractive as structural attachment members because of

their low thermal conductivity and because they have relatively high

strength. Properties of composites used in this study are included as Table

II-II. _e main problem with using these materials is the relatively small

amount of data available on allowables at cryogenic temperatures. Also,

practically no information is available on fatigue life expectancy, especially

at cryogenic temperature. These problems, or shortcomings, are further

amplified by the uncertainties resulting from incorporation of the basic

materials into a composite lay-up, which is an art, at best. Further

evaluation and classification of lay-up techniques to arrive at required

properties, design specifications and manufacturing processes for the

composites are required.These issues will be addressed in greater detail in

Chapter VI - Technology Evaluation.

: 9
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Table II-II Mechanical Properties of Composzte Materials At
293OK (528OR)

; Ultimate Modules of

Tensile Elasticity

Strength 106 KPa

MPa (106 psi)

(103 psi)

S-Glass 1,680 46.2

SP-250-52 (243) (6.7)

181 E-Glass 827 41.4

(120) (6.0)

0ptimum

Composite 334 42.8

Lay-up of (48.5) (6.2)

S-Glass/E-Glass l
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III. PRELIMINARY ORBTTAL STORAGE AND SUPPLY SYSTEM CONCEPTUALDESIGN (Task I)

The Task I effort involved conceptual design of the 0.62 m3 (22 ft3),

12.5 m3 (440 ft3), and 37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) cryogenic orbital storage
and supply systems previously identified in Table I-I. With the CFME as the

baseline system, emphasis was placed on selecting components and subsystems

that would be suitable for more then one cryogenic liquid. Changes to the

CFME baseline were therefore only defined if required to satisfy the mission
and operational requirements. Two subsystem elements were to be retained for

each tank assembly, a total liquid retention device fabricated from fine mesh
screen material for liquid acquisition and expulsion, and an external

• thermodynamic vent system for pressure control. The candidate storage and

supply systems are discussed in Section A and preliminary conceptual designs
for these systems are presented in Section B.

A. CandidateStorage and Supply Systems

A total of 13 configurations were identified as candidate concepts during

Task I iterations for the eight size/fluid combinations in the study. These

candidate configurations are listed in Table III-I, where the eight size/fluid

combinations are designated as Categories I through VIII. The basic mounting

approach for each is defined, whether on a Spacelab pallet or directly in the
Orbiter bay. The small 0.62 m3 (22 ft3) tanks are all considered mounted

on a Spacelab pallet, even though mission durations of 180 days or longer are
defined.

One of the groundrules for the study was to use the CFME baseline

configuration to assess performance (fluid dynamic, thermal and structural),

and to identify modifications, as required. All of the 0.62 m3 (22 ft3)

systems are configured with a vapor-cooled shield and vacuum jacket

(Configurations I-4). Our preliminary look at these tank systems indicated
that all fluids but helium could be accommodated with a CFME tank

configuration with changes in structure thickness, thermal performance

(percent of loaded volume vented to maintain tank pressure), and expulsion
performance (residual remaining at depletion). A tank schematic of the

oxygen, methane and argon systems is presented in Figure III-I. The helium

system is somewhat different in the arrangement of the raper-cooled shield and

thermodynamic vent elements, and the method of controlling heat flux into

these elements. The allowable heat input into the liquid helium tank is very
small, and a much improved thermal control system is required. The critical

point is only 1.0o K (1._ o R) above the normal boiling point and the heat
of vaporization is only ::Ijoule/_m (9 Btu/Ib). For a stored quantity of I

74 kg (163 Ib), only 15S6 x 103 joules (1467 Btu) will vaporize all the

liquid, and a mission duration of 180 days corresponds to an average heating
rate of 0.I watt (0.34 Btu/hr) to vaporize all the liquid. The net heat input

for retaining liquid within the storage vessel therefore has to be less than

this limiting condition.

The baseline CFME configuration with a vapor-cooled shield (VCS) and

thermodynamic vent system (TVS) contained within a vacuum annulus with 75

layers of multilayer insulation is clearly inadequate for liquid helium

storage for 180 days. The heat inputs through the NLI, structural supports

:_ III-1
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llapor-

Cooled

Shield .Fill &
Drain

Viscojets .Outflow

Figure III-I Tank Schematic for Oxygen, Methane and Argon
(CFME Size-Configuration 1-3)

and plumbing must be reduced considerably. An approach was selected which

uses a liquid hydrogen-cooled outer shield to control the boundary temperature

and minimize the temperature difference and heat input into the inner storage

and supply tank. A schematic of the concept selected for further analysis is
illustrated in Figure III-2. The design of the hydrogen outer shietd and heat

exchanger is such that the trunnion support members are at liquid hydrogen
temperature at a location where the hydrogen VCS intercepts the trunnion. The
width of the outer annulus is thus sized for the optimum HLI thickness and
trunnion length to minimize hydrogen requirements to maintain this desired
boundary condition.

The helium thermodynamic vents are used to intercept heat coming through
the trunnions that attach directly to the helium storage tank. The fhmid for
these heat exchangers is extracted from the liquid acquisition device at two
locations on the channels which are in the plane of the trunnion attachment
points, The two-phase fluid D which is at a temperature below the tank
saturation temperature, is then routed through a nmnifold around each trunnion

i to minimize the heating through the trunnion. This fluid is subsequently
routed through a heat exchanger attached to a shield embedded in the MLI

' between the storage tank and the hydrogen-cooled shield.

_' The 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) vacuunr-jacketed tanks designed like the CFHE are !
Configurations 5, 8 and I0. A schematic representation of these systems is

shown in Figu;e III-3. Because system weight is highly dependent on the

ii lit-3 i
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Helium TVS

I.H_ Inlet LH2 Inlet

Press/Vent Outlet/Abort Line

Helium TVS

Hydrogen VCS

t1., Vent

Figure 111-2 Tank Schematic for Helium (CFME Size-ConIiguration 4)

Liquid

'rVS-_ \ Outflow/Abort Line

Vapor- -- _" _,_Cooled Shield-_" -7" "I ///j,,_/

ViscoJet_

!
Figure III-3 Schematic for I2.5 m (440 ft 3) Vacuum-Jacketed

Tanks (Configurations, 3. 8 and 10)
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support structure and the tank shell design as it is driven by the dynamic
launch environments, comparisons with non-vacuum-jacketed design_ are valid
only if the same groundrules and environments are used for sizing. A
non-vacuum-jacketed tank design was tl,erefore also included in the study for
each of the 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) configurations. A direct comparison of
weights c" _ therefore be obtained for tanks designed to the same loading
conditions.

One 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) (Configuration 7) was considered for mounting on
a Spacel_,b pallet. The argon tank assembly was chosen because it represented
the greatest mass concentration to be supported, and therefore would permit a
determination of maximum potential weight penalty associated with an alternate
mounting approacl,. It was recognized that this would not be the likely

support a.,dmounting arrangemel,t for this application, and so thermal
. performance (Task II) was not evaluated; the main consideration was weight

differential between Configurations 6 and 7.

Two configurations were identified for the 37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) hydrogen

tank, one spherical and one cylindrical, neither with a vacuum jacket. A
vacuum jacket for tuis tank size is unrealistic because a shell designed to

withstand buckling would weigh in excess of I000 kg (2200 Ib), which

corresponds to a significant percentage of the total hydrogen loaded within

the tank. A conceptual design similar to the 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) tanks was
thus defined for the remaining study effort. A flow schematic for the large,

non-vacuum-jacketed tanks is shown in Figure 111-4.

TVS f "_ _ TVS
/ \ '

\ Structural Support
\

Press/ Liquid \ TVS Line

AcquisitionVent Line I Device

/ ] Outflow/
Abort Line

Structural \ /

Support _ \ / /
• , \ /

TVS Llue
N2-purged MLI

Visc_jet _"_ SOF!

i Note: For Configurations 12 and 13 (Hydrogen), a thin layer[

is lncludeu under the N2-Purged MLI
of SOFI I

Figure III-4 Schematic for Large Non-Vacuum-Jacketed Tanks
(Configurations 6, 7, 9, 11, 12 and 13)
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B. Pyel___iminar_ Conceptual Designs

Preliminary conc_ptual designs were defined to form the basis for the

" analysis conducted during Task lI. The design aL_d analysis efforts were
performed concurrently with design iterations leading to an acceptable system
that could meet the structural and operational performance requirements.
Chapter V presents the conceptual designs that derive from *hese preliminary
concepts. Arriving at an acceptable design that met the structural and
thermal requirements was also an iterative process that tended to drive the
particular design element size in opposing dilections (e.g., thicker to handle
loads, thinner to cut down heat leak). Particular attention was therefore
directed at defining the dynamic load¢ .hat the structural elements had to
withstand. These are addressed in Section 2 below. The resulting structural

' concepts and approaches were then carried into the analytical etforts
described in Chapter IV. Q

l. Liquid Acquisition Devices

The liquid acquisition device must be capable of expelling gas-free liquid
in the low-g, on-orbit environment. Single phase liquid is supplied to both
the liquid outflow line and to feed the thermodynamic vent system. Becauqe
the orientation of the liquid in the low-g environment tet_ds co be arbitrary,
a concept that can maintain co.--_.unication with the liquid regardless of its
location is required. A device composed of individual flc, w channels is the
most effective method of providing this total communication. A total
conanunication device was therefore selected as the CFME baseline, as
previously described in Chapter I.

The use of this four-channel acquisition device for the 0.62 m3 (22 ft 3)
tank size as the preliminary concept for the other fluids is fairly straight-
forward. A study g_:oundrule specified that a total co_a_unication device be

analyzed for the larger tanks. It is recognized that a total cotamunication
device 1nay not be optimum for these tank sizes; a refillable trcp with some

type of communication channels feeding the bulk fluid region, or a

non-refillable tra_ which is configi, red to handle multiple settling burns,
such as the 12.5 mJ (440 ft 3) methane mission, may be preferred under
certain mission and operational requirements. Trade studies directed at
selecting the best acquisition device configuration for each application were
not a part of this study effort. The total com_mication device was assumed
for each tank/fluid combination. It should be recognized that this may
introduce a weight penalty over other concepts when appropriate acquisition
device support structure is included to guarantee integrity in the launch
environment. On the other hand, the total co._nication device does provide
the greatest degree of flexibi:ity in terms of mission duty cycle and
residuals at depletion.

Because of the relatively low surface tensions of the cryogens in this i

study, the 325 x 2300 mesh screen was determined to bc preferred for all [
cases. This screen mesh only comes in stainless steel screen, and the e,ltire i

screen channel assembly is therefore made of stairless steel. A bimetallic
transition is required where the acquisition device exits the pressure vessel,
which is made of aluminum for all cases in this study. In all cases, the
channels were assuamd to be truncated such that the er=el,._ed flow p_ssage does

: 11I-6
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not extend into the utlage. This is required because of the low probability

that the screens can retain their pressure retention capability under the

boost environment. This approach gives a high degree of confidence that the

liquid acquisition device will arrive on-orbit completely full of liquid and

ready to perform liquid outflow.

Truncating the channels by this amount does not degrade the ability of the
channels to co_lunicate with the liquid. The sheet metal of the channels

extends to the top of the tark, so capillary pumping of the liquid in that

region will still provide indirect communication with the screen channels. An

added advantage of the truncation is that it improves thermal isolation of the

• device. Heat conduction through the pressurization/vent line at the top of

the tank will not be directly trarsmitted to the liquid in the channels.

Acquisition device channel cross sections are a function of the flowrate

requirements for the partic_'ar mission. _le sizes for the large tanks were

determined as part of the fluid dynamic analysis of mask II (Chapter IV,

Section A). The channels were assumed bolted to the tank wall, with a

non-metalic spacer (e.g., Teflon) used to thermally isolate the flow region of

the channel as much as possible. Slotted tabs wer_ ircluded on the channel

structure to allow for differential contraction and expansion.

The screen surface of the channels has been shown to be relatively

insensitive to effects of warm gas on its outer surface, as long as its inner

surface is in contact with liquid. Screen componentq have been tested using

LH2 in extreme thermal environments and the influence on the screen
retention capability measured (Ref 26 and 27). Maximum degradation in the

retention capability of 12 percent was measured at a heat flux of 9450 w/m 2

(3000 Btu/hr ft2), more than three orders of magnitude greater than any

determined in this study. This points up another advantage of the total

c_m_unication device in that some portion of the total channel network is in

contact with the bulk liquid, so a supply is always available to replace any

l_quld evaporated at the screen surface. Vaporization-induced emptying of an

all-liquid region may not be as great a problem as for a partial acquisition

device that is not in direct contact with the bulk liquid.

2. Structural Support Concepts

The 0.62 m 3 (22 ft3) tank assembly structural supports were assumed to

• be identical to the CFME, except for liquid helium. In the CFME concept, the

internal storage vessel is supported within the vacuum jacket by composite

supports. The vacuum jacket is supported on the Spacelab pallet by a 6061-T62

aluminium bipod arrangement. For the helium tank, the external support of the

vacuum jacket was assumed to be identical to the CFME approach, but the

internal arrangement was modified to decrease he_t input to the helium.

_t IIl-?
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Composite struts were assumed for the preliminary conceptual supports for

the larger tanks. Prelir;inary dynamic assessments were made on the various

tank/liquid configurations in order to deriv_ reascnable design loads, l_ne

design loads were based on the 'Fb_ dynamic analysis (Ref 7), the Space

Transportation System Core Interface {:ontrol Document (STS Core ICD, Ref II,

i Attachment I) and the Spacelab Payload Accol_odations llandbook (SPAH, Ref

i0). The STS Core ICD defines the static and dynamic environments for

1 payloads mounted directly to the Orbiter keel and trunnion fittings. The SPAH

defines the static and dynamic environments for payloads mounted directly on a

Spacelab pallet. Emphasis wa3 placed on design loads for supporting structure

(e.g., trunnions, struts, etc). Detailed modal loads analyses were beyond the

, scope of this study. Support concepts for the 0.62 m 3 (22 ft3) and larger

tanks are discussed separately in the following paragraphs.

0.62 m3 (22 ft3) Tank Supports

The liquid storage vessels for this tank size are supported from the

vacuum jacket g:rth ring by two diametrically opposed composite trunnions

which are bo;ted to the pressure vessel, as shown in Figure 111-5. The

tr_ nnions are supported from the vacuum jacket girth ring by external tubes.

One post is fixed to this supporting tube by a threaded and vented fitting to

provide a radial load path from the pressure ,',_ssel (this mount is shown in

Figure 111-5). The opposing post is allowed to slide, accounting for

differential thermal and pressure expansion and contraction between the

pressure vessel and vacuum jacket. A third restraining support is provided

between the pressure vessel outlet and the vacuum jacket valve enclosure for

taking out torsion and supporting the valve assembly.

Vacuum Jacket--
Pressure

Vacuum Jacket _ Vess

Girth Ring --_ m

End cap %

Trunnion !

I
- [i-- iF---- - '-Thermal
P , _._, - .............. -.. Shor_

•T .... • ,=_mmwmp_
.

Trunnion

Trunnion _ VCS
, Support Tube

b Figure 111-5 Trunnion Mount Configuration
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Calculations were made to determine the tank design load factors for each

of the fluids using the CFME random vibration spectrum (Fig If-l). The random

vibration load factors (LF) were based on Miles equation

[ IT PSDf FN Q
LF= 0_ 2

where PSDf is the power spectral density at the natural frequency, FN the

natural frequency and Q the amplification factor. Table 111-2 summarizes the
20 _ random vibration load factors for the various configurations.

All the confivurations have supported frequencies greater than 35 Hz.

Therefore, the quasi-static load factors for Keference I0 apply:

Xo =4.3 g

Yo = 1.4 g

Zo = 10.6 g

Superimposing these quasi-static load factors with the random load factors of

Table 111-2 results in the design limit load factors for the various 0.62 m 3

(22 ft3) configurations. Table 111-3 summarizes these design limit loads.

From these design loads, variations in trunnion sizing from the baseline CFME

configuration were determined and these are shown in Table 111--4, along with

the effective bending stiffnesses. These preliminary sizes were used as the

starting point for the Task II thermal performance analysis. ,

Table III-2 Random Vibration Load Factor Sum_ary (CFME Size Tank)

Total Supported Trunnion Support Limit Load Factor#(g)

Liquid Weight Frequency (Hz) Based on Q = 15 (200

Liquid & Structure

Hydrogen 102 kg ( 224 Ib) 68.2 7.8

Argon 880 k_ (1934 Ib) 47.8 3.7

Methane 313 kg ( 689 Ib) 52.5 4.6

Oxygen 733 kg (1612 lb) 49.1 4.0

i He!ium " 137 kg ( 302 Ib) 65.3 7.1
t

* From Miles Equation
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Table III-3. Tank Design Limit Load Factor Summary
(CFME Size Tank)

Liquid Design Limit Load Factors ($'s)*

I
Xo _ Yo _ Zo

Hydrogen 12.1 9.2 18.4
i

Argon 8.0 5.1 14.3

Methane 8.9 6.0 15.2

Oxygen 8.3 5.4 14.6

Helium 11.4 8.5 17.7

*Orbiter Coordinate System

Table ]II-4 Trunnion Size and Effective Trunnion Stiffness

(CFME Size Tank)

Trunnion Sizin$ Effective Bending
Liquid Diameter Thickness Moment" Stiffness

c,a (in) cm (in) cm4 (in4) 103N/cm (1031b/in)

Hydrogen 5.0 (2.0) 0.4 (0.15) 15.4 (0.37) 93 (53)

Argon 6.4 (2.5) I.I (0.45) 66.6 (1.60) 396 (226)

_thane 5.0 (2.0) 1.0 (0.40) 28.3 (0.68) 170 (97)

Oxygen 6.4 (2.5) 1.0 (0.40) 58.3 (1.40) 350 (200)
@

Helium 5.0 (2.0) 0.5 (0.20) 19.1 (0.46) 116 (66)

III-I0
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The support of the tank assembly on the Spacelab pallet is accomplished by

two bipods and a base frame, as was shown in Figure 1-2. The vacuum jacket

girth ring has three support attachment points which are picked up in such a

way as to minimize radial loads into the vacuum jacket. One attach point is

to the base frame, directly adjacent to the pallet hard point. This is a

_ shear support on the Z-axis _Orbitec coordlnate system). The other two points
: are picked up by bipods which mount to the base frame.

For the helium system, the support of the helium storage tank, helium VCS,

, hydrogen VCS and _I within tile v=cuum jacket by composite trunnions is not as

straightforward as the CFME design. As previously mentioned, controlling heat

leak into the inner helium storage vessel is crucial. One conceptual approach

which requires a minimum modification to the CFME approach is shown in

Figure 111-6. Two supports carry the load of the helium storage vessel

through attachments to the vacuum jacket. They are cooled by helium from the

" thermodynamic vents which flow through manifolds near their attach points to

the pressure vessel. Two additional trunnion_ are provided to support the MLI

and vapor-cooled shields within the vacuum jacket. _le thermal design

approach is to cool each of these trunnions to liquid hydrogen temperature,

20o K (36 o R), at the location where the hydrogen VCS interfaces with the

trunnions. An arrangement of "fixed" and "sliding" trunnions must also be

applied here to allow for thermal and pressurization contractions and

expansions.

An alternate support approach for the liquid helium tank is shown in

Figure 111-7. This approach is configured to obtain greater load carrying
capability while still trying to minimize thermal xnput by lengthening the

supports. This approach looks somewhat similar to the CFME in that two
trunnions and a third torsional restraint are in direct contact with the inner

vessel. The use of composite straps, which have been investigated by others

for similar applications (e.g., Orbiter PRSA tanks for LO 2 and LH 2

storage), are not considered to be appropriate for this application and

environment because of the high loads and relatively severe dynamic

environment associated with Spacelab pallet mounting in the payload bay.

Other more innovative techniques being investigated for storing liquid helium

were not considered because they depart considerably from the basic CFME

concept.

12.5 m3 (440 ft3) and 37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) Tank Supports

The preliminary conceptual designs for the larger tank supports differ

greatly from the CFME-size tank design. The support members that hold the

tank within the payload bay include struts that extend from the Orbiter

" trunnion and keel fittings tc the pickups on the vacuum jacket shell, or tank

itself if a vacuum jacket is not used. The large masses of liquid and size of

the tanks, as listed in Table 111-5, are indicative of fairly low frequency
structure.

Discussions with both NASA-jSC and NASA-MSFC indicated that comparative

loads data for supported masses this large do not exist. Consequently, the

D_, published load factors from the Volume XIV Shuttle ICD (Ref ll) were used with

a 50 percent amplification factor applied to account for dynamic amplification
and random vibration loads. The resulting limit load factors are tabulated in

<_ Table lll-b. (Sign notations on the load factors indicate the direction of

•_' III-II
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Table 111-5 Liquid Mass Loads for Large Tanks

Tank Volume Cryogen Liquid Mass Loaded

r 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) Argon 16,301 kg (35,906 lb)

_thane 4,787 kg (10,545 Ib)

Oxygen 13,380 kg (29,470 Ib)

37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) Hydrogen 2,447 kg (5,390 ib)

Table III-6 Limit Load Factors for Large Tanks

Limit Load Factor, _'.s*

Eve u t .x y -li z

Liftoff +4.5 +2.5 +6.0
-6.5

Land ing +3.0 +2.0 +6.0

Emergency Landing +4.5 +I. 5 +4.5
(Factors are Ultimate -1.5 -2.0

* These loads are applied simultaneously in x,y,z directions (worst
sense)

load application in tileSTS coordinate reference frame.) Local structure may
see increased loads due to STS interface random vibration environments, but in

general these should be local effects due to the large tank masses. A
transient loads analysis would be required to support a detailed structural

design, but that is beyond the scope of this study. The values given in Table

111-6 were therefore considered adequate for conceptual design and analysis
purposes.

Composite struts were selected as the preferred approach for attaching
the tank assembly to the cargo bay support fittings, and also attaching the
pressure vessels to the vacuum jackets for those tanks configured in this
manner. The general configuration selected was similar to those previously

evaluated for this type of application (Ref 28 and 29). A typical
S-glass/epoxy tube with aluminum end fittings is shown in Figure 111-8. The

particular arrangement of the struts in tilepreliminary conceptual designs was
influenced by the desire to minimize stresses into the tank shells due to
differential thermal and pressure expansion and contraction.
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: The preliminary concepts for supporting the i2.5 m3 (440 ft 3)

vacuum-jacketed and non-vacuum-jacketed tanks from the Orbiter fittings are

shown in Figures 111-9 and III-i0, respectively. Aluminum channel members are

provided to tie the structure together between the 1ongeron trunnion

fittings. The composite struts tie into these channels and attach to the tank

girth rings in bipod arrangements. An alternate approach to mounting directly

to the Shuttle Orbiter fittings is to mount on a Spacelab pallet, as sketched

in Figure III-II. The tank support structure attaches to the Spacelab sill

hard points and the Spacelab keel hard points. The attachment of the tank to

the support structure occurs at the tank girth ring.

Preliminary concepts for supporting the 37.4 m 3 (1320 ft3) spherical

and cylindrical tanks within the payload bay are presented in Figures 111-12

and 111-13. Aluminum channel members are similarly used for these designs to

tie the structure to the Orbiter fittings, with composite stnlts tying the

tank assembly to this framework.

3. Insulation Concepts

The insulation previously selected for the CFHE baseline consisted of

I/4-mil double aluminized Mylar with two B4A Dacron net spacers per reflector,

assembled to about 60 layers per inch (60 reflectors, 120 spacers per inch).

This assembly corresponds to a density of approximately 56 kg/m 3

(3.5 Ib/ft3). For the preliminary conceptual designs of each of the

vacuum-jacketed tank configurations, this same insulation was assumed. We

assumed an installed thermal conductivity of 8.6 x 10-5 W/mOK (5XI0-5

Btu/hr-ftOR) when the boundary temperatures are 20 and 255°K (36 and

460OR), with the thermal conductivity proportional to T0.6. This yields

the following relationship:

kef f = 3.26 x 10-6 T0"6 (International Units)

kef f = 1.88 x 10-6 T0"6 (English units)

This relationship for conductivity agrees with the data in Reference 31, but

is conservative with respect to the data presented in References 32 and 33.

The following approach was assumed for the configuration and installation

of MLI for the large tank sizes (12.5 m 3 and 37.4 m3). Figure 111-14

shows a sketch of the concept. The insulation is fabricated in gore sections

over a mandrel of the proper size and Fhape. It is assembled with closely

spaced threads tied between the structural nets or between plastic disks

' attached to the structural net. Thickness of the blanket is controlled by

mechanically gaging the length of the thread. A small preload helps to
: improve dimensional stability. Diagonal threads are installed in the

direction of the primary load on the blanket to limit slippage and compression

of the blanket during boost loads. A hot needle is used to penetrate the

Mylar foils through which the threads pass. This technique provides a

reinforced hole with much greater strength than the torn opening made by a
cold needle.
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Gort- section butted tof, ether with foil

strip between layers

: Insulation gore qegment
installed in lax ers. Offset

joint on succeeding layers.

Cap

Figure 1II-14 _.I Concept for 12.5 m3 and 37.4 m3 Tanks
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; The aluminized }lvlar reflector material must be perforated for perging and
to assure evacuation in space. The perforated area must be adequate to allow
flow of purge gas and to permit evacuation in a reasonable time without

stressing the panels due to contained gas. On ti_eotl_erhand, the perforated

area should he n,n_reater than necessary while the spacing between

perforations should be kept large.

Attachment of the _nslilati,m blankets is Iw means of snap and curtain
fasteners attached to I)acron ribbons which, in turn, are fastened across the

full length or breadth of the panol. 1]_ese fasteners are located on all sides
of each blanket, with mating pins bonded to tl_e tank or shroud. At frequent

' intervals (approximately 0.3 m) over the surface of the blanket, Velcro pile
strips are bonded. Velcro hook strips are mortared on the tank or shroud at
right ;ingles to permit engagement with small alignment errors.

These strips are secured in place with small strips of _lylar tape at
appropriate intervals. Inner and outer structural nets of adjacent panels are
stitched together over the full length of the butt joints. This nwthod of
fabrication and installation was used in insulation of a 1.2-m (4-ft)

diameter, 1.8-m (b-ft) long cylindrical tank under contract NAS8-21330,
I_evelopment of Advanced Haterials for Integrated Tank Insulation System for

the Long Term Storage of Cryogens in Space (Ref 28). The method of
fabrication, installation and close out proved practical anti tile svstma was
satisfactorily tested with liquid hydrogen.

For the relatively large, non-vacuum-jacketed tanks, the type of
insulation (helium-purged bfl.I, spray-on-foam-insulation (SOFI), or
combinations of the two), and the number of layers were variables to be
addressed in the Task lI-Thennal Analysis (See Chapter IV, Section B).
Because of the relatively longer storage times addressed in this study,
calculated optimum FILl thicknesses become quite large. A detennination of the
largest practical thickness was made during Task I.

Several different approaches have been used in the past to calculate MLI
performance as a function of number of layers. Either semi-emperical
equations for tim HLI heat flux (wltich contain empirical terms related to

number of MI,I layers) or an effective thermal conductivity (assumed to vary
linearly with number of layers) are used to prodict the _ll,I thermal
performance. The effective thermal conductivity defined previously (used for

" CFHE baseline) has been verified tip to 40 layers (Ref 28) and semi-emperical
equations have been verified up to 112 layers (Ref 34). Stochl (Ref 34)
reported on an experimental investigation to obtain heat transfer data on a

. particular insulation system containing a large number of _.I layers,
determined whether a semi-emperical equation could be used to predict the heat
transfer through a large number of layers, and determined whether an effective

i thermal conductivity based on a few layers could used to predict the
be

thermal perfornlance of large numbers of layers.

The insulation system tested by Stochl consisted of from 20 to 160 layers
I of double alumized mylar with silk net spacers at an average density of 52

layers/inch. The was spirally wrapped a tinsulation around 76-cm (30-in)
,* diameter cylindrical calorimeter (the spiral wrapping was intended to

f
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: eliminate the discontinuities associated with blankets). Five tests were ru[l

with 160, I00, 60, 40 and 20 layers, respectively. A hot boundary temperature

of 294OK (530OR) was maintained, with the cold boundary temperature at

21°K (37.6°R) (liquid hydrogen), rile tests were conducted at a pressure

of 10-6 tort to minimize gaseous heat conduction. The normal heat flux was

the parameter used to evaluate the MLI therm.l performance, and was obtained

by boiloff calorimetry, corrected for non-normal heat inputs and penetration

: heat inputs.

Steady state test data for the five insulation thicknesses are given in
Table TII-7. Also shown in Table 111-7 are effective thermal conductivities.

These data indicate an exponentially decreasing heat flux for increasing

numbers of layers. Adding 80 layers to the 20-1ayer baseline reduced the heat

f[ux by 78 percent. An additional bO iayers of MLI produced only an

additional Ii percent reduction in the 20-1ayer heat flux.

Other MLI thermal performance data comes from laboratory tests on small

samples (References 35 and 30). OeWitt and Boyle (Ref 37) present thermal

performance results for a simulated spacecraft on a long duration mission.
Both shielded and non-shielded tanks are considered. A review of all of this

data suggests that both a semi-emperical heat flux correlation and an

effective thermal conductivity of a small number of layers (20) adequatelv

predict the thermal performance of many layers of MLI, having predicted heat

flux to within 10% of that obtained experimentally, floweret, as Stochl points

out, when an effective thermal conductivity is used, the layer density,

boundary temperatures, and interstitial pressure should be the same as those

for which it was originally evaluated.

Table 111-7 Steady State Test Results on Effect of

Number of Layers of MLI (from Stochl Ref 34)

Average Density Normal Heat Flux Effective Thermal Cond.

No. of Layers/cm W/m 2 W/mOK

Layers (Layers/inch) (Btu/hr ft2) (Btu/hr ftOR)

20 20.2 0.8728 3.22xi0 -5

(51.3) (0.2767) '.I.861xi0 -5)

40 20.5 O, 4952 3.466xlO _5

(52.0) (0.1570) (2.003xi0 -5)

bO 20.5 0.3186 3.834xi0 -5

(52.0) (0.I010) (1.914xi0 -5)

I00 20.5 0. 1889 3. 229xi0-5 i

(52.0) (0.0599) (1.866xi0-5)

I

P

160 20.5 0.0931 2.430xi0 -5

(52.0) I (0.0295) (1.404xi0 -5)
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: A comparison of test data with the conductivity predicted by equation (t)

indicates that it is generally coqservative by about a factor of 0 for small

layer thicknesses (up to 60 layers). Based on the data from ._tochl, the

reduction in heat flux is expected to decrease with the increasing thickness_°

in ,_n p×pnnontial manner. Ther_fore, calculations made using equation (I)

would be expected to be less conservative for thicker MLI blankets. Since the

assumption of a linear temperature gradient predlcts a linearly decreasing
heat flux with MLI thickness, while the actual heat flux decreases in an

exponential manner, the difference between the two heat fluxes decreases with

thickness. Using the data from Table 111-7, the conservatism in MII thermal

conductivity used in this study is about a factor of 6 st 34 layers, and about
a factor of 4 at I_00 lav_rs. A maximum insulation thickness of lO-_m (4-in)

was assumed. This thickness may only be attainable if better installation

techniques became available and layer density is better controlled to prevent

compression in the one-g ground launch environments. Considering the

relatively large factors on performance at the thinner blanket thicknesses, it

was considered reasonable for this study to use the conductivity given by
equation (I), assuming some improvements in technology for thicker blankets.

A new concept was considered for the lar£e hydrogen tank, in which MLI is

used in conjunction with spray-on-foam-insulation (serf) The SOFI can be

applied under the MLI to eliminate the helium purge requirement for the

non-vacuum-jacketed hydrogen tank. The SOFI is applied in a thlck-enough

layer to raise the SOFI-ML[ interface temperat,_re above the liquitaction

temperature for nitrogen, 78o_. (140OR).

During ground hold, the moderately high heat ::_,x through the combined

insulation results in an interface temperature above the condensation

temperature of air or nitrogen. In the case of a Shuttle payload (groundruled

for this study), a nitrogen purge is available for cryogenic payloads, and a

separate purge system for the insulation is not required. The only

requirement is that the MLI must be purged of moisture prior to installation

in the payload bay.

The thermal conductivity of SOFI at a mean temperature between the -3
nitrogen liqulfaction temperature and liquid hydrogen temperature is 6.7 x I0

W/m°K (3.9×10 -3 Btu/hr ftOR) (Ref 38). llowever, a wide variation in

conductivity results for "as applied" insulation. A range of +75 percent
covers 95 percent of the data scatter (95% confidence limit). The maximum

value of 1.2xi0-2 W/roOK (6.8xi0-3 Btu/hr ft°R) at the 95 percent

confidence limit was selected to determine SOFI thickness to preclude nitrogen

liquifaction for any worst case condition. We are thus 95 percent certain

that no nitrogen liquifaction (and increased heat flux) will occur due to

increased condur t ivity.

!' Existing technology for application of SOFI to the Space Shuttle External

._ Tank indicates that the machine application thickness tolerance is about

P_ _+0"64-cm (+._0.25-in). In addition, with today's technology, the minimum

thickness that can be applied, and still obtain the required SOFI performance

is about 1.3-cm (0.5-in). This value was used in the thermal performance

anal is, Task II.
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IV. FLUID, THERmaL AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS (TASK II)

Fluid dynamic, steady-state thermal and preliminary structural analyses

were performed for each of the 13 configurations which make up the eight

tank/fluid combinations in the study. Refinements were made in the

preliminary conceptual designs as iterations occurred between efficient
: thermal and structural approaches. In general, these analyses were directed

at a relatively conservative approach when design changes to the CFME baseline

were identified. Unverified design concepts and significant improvements in

the state-of-the-art were not used for the larger tank sizes and the helium

tank; rather, a realistic approach _n terms of fabricability, reliability,

reusability and cost was followed. Analysis techniques used were those

previously used for the CFME baseline.

A. Fluid Dynamic Analysis

The fluid dynamic analysis involved establishing the fluid behavior in

each cryogenic storage and supply system conceptual design. The major system

elements considered were the liquid acquisition devices and the various lines

connected to the tank. The lines included the inflow and outflow lines, the

pressurization/vent line and the thermodynamic vent lines. The desired output

of this anlaysis included an estimate of performance in terms of maximum

outflow rates and residuals following loss of acquisition device capability at

tank depletion on-orbit.

I. Liquid Acquisition Devices

The operation of liquid acquisition devices depends on the interaction of

the liquid/gas interface with the device. Liquid surface tension and ullage

pressure support are used to passively provide near-instantaneous, gas-free

liquid expulsion on demand. The devices are configured within the tank to

position liquid at the outlet and stabilize the liquid/gas interface at the

surface of the device to assure gas-free liquid expulsion under periods of

low-g or adverse-g. Capillary configurations differ because of the varied

system/mission requirements; however, the operational principle for each

system relies on the relatively small pressure differential that exists across

any curved gas/liquid interface due to intermolecular forces. This capillary

pressure difference, _Pc, may be expressed at any point across the
interface as

APc 1 (2)
R1

i

where O_ is the liquid/gas surface tension and R1 and R2 are the

principal radii of curvature of the interface.

t
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For a spherical interface, R1 equals R2 and the pressure difference is
I

APc = 2___ (3)
R
S

Q

_- where Rs is the radius of curvature. The capillary pressure difference can
be related to a dimension (other than the radius of curvature) such as the

pore radius R and a second parameter, the liquid-to-solid contact angle 0.

Using the relationship between R, 8, and Rs, results in

Ar c = 20.__.__"cos8 (4)
R

The cryogenic propellants of interest are totally wetting with liquid-to-solid

contact angles from zero to two degrees.

Tile capillary pressure difference for a circular pore, as in a perforated

plate, can be detemnined from this equation. Capillary pressure retention for

pore geometries othtr than circular, as in fine-mesh screen, is more

accurately determined empirically. The accepted technique is the so-called

"bubble point" method used by the filter industry. The screen material is

covered by a thin layer of liquid, usually alcohol, and its underside is

pressurized slowly with air or gaseous nitrogen. The pressure difference at

which the first bubble passes through the material is termed the bubble point

(BP). The pressure retention for perforated material can be predicted for

other liquids from:

(BP) I = (BP) (5)
_m m

This assumes the O's are equal. The subscripts refer to the second liquid

(liquid hydrogen, for example) and to a test liquid, such as methanol(m).

The maximum capillary pressure retention for 325 x 2300 fine mesh Dutch

twill screen with the cryogenic fluids of this study, except for helium, is

presented in Table IV-I. The values in the table were calculated based on a
value of 66-cm (26-inches) of water as measured in methanol. The calculated

values agree well with measured values for liquids hydrogen (Ref 26, 27) and

oxygen (Ref 26). Pressure retention values have not been measured for 325 x

2300 screen in methane or argon, but it is felt that these fluids are similar

enough to liquid oxygen that the standard surface tension scaling approach

applies.

Because of the narrow temperature range for liquid helium-4 from the

normal boiling point to the critical point, and because the surface tension of

a liquid goes to zero at the critical point, the variation of surface tension

_'ith saturation temperature (Fig 11-9) over this range provides a good

indication of how the pressure retention capability will vary. The pressure

retention capability of liquid helium-4 for a single layer of 325 x 2300 mesh

screen is shown in Table IV-2, where equation (5) was used for the calculation.
J

!
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Table IV-I Pressure Retention Capability of 325 x 2300 Mesh Screen

Pressure Retention Capability
Saturation at Saturation at

Fluid 13_ KN/m 2 (20 psia) A14 KN/m2 (60 p,_ia)
4

Hydrogen 0.48 KN/m 2 (0.07 psi) 0.28 KN/m 2 (0.04 psi)

_ Methane 3.86 KN/m2 (0.56 psi) 2.83 KN/m 2 (0.41 psi)

. Oxygen 3.65 KN/m 2 (0.53 psi) 2.76 KN/m 2 (0.40 psi)

Argon 3.24 KN/m2 (0.47 psi) 2.34 KN/m 2 (0.34 psi)

Table IV-2 Pressure Retention Capability of
325 x 2300 Mesh Screen with Helium-4

Temperature Surface Tension Pressure Retention Capability

oK oR Dyne/cm ibf/ft (105 ) KN/m 2 (10 3) psi (10 3)

2.2 4.0 0.3063 2.098 80.9 11.74

3.0 5.4 0.2247 1.539 59.4 8.62

4.0 7.2 0.1226 0.840 32.4 4.70

5.0 9.0 0.0206 0.141 5.4 0.79

5.2 9.4 0 0 0 0

!

f
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The small capillary pressure difference or pressure retention capability
of the screen must balance or exceed the sum of other pressure differences

tending to break down the passively-controlled liquid-gas interface.

' Premature interface breakdown reduces expulsion efficiency due to gas

ingestion. During _rorage with no liquid outflow
/i

BP = &Pc --> APN or ? (3" cosO __>)DaN (6)
R

where AP h is the hydrostatic head supported by the screen, )O is the

liquid mass density, a is the acceleration, and h is the hydrostatic head.

Equation (6) shows that the pore size required decreases with increasing

acceleration. The maximum hydrostatic head which can be supported by the 325

x 2300 mesh screen is presented in Figure IV-I. Hydrostatic head capability

for single-layer 325 x 2300 mesh screen in helium-4 is shown in Figure IV-2 as

a function of storage temperature. Two on-orbit conditions, ObIS settling (a =

0.077g) and RCS omnidirectional acceleration (a = O.04g) are shown. A

hydrostatic head equal to the tank diameter can be provided up to 2.9 ° K

(5.3o R) for the RCS condition. Since the screen channels for the CFME

basel,ine are truncated at about a 10% ullage, this height is also shown on the

figure. Liquid-vapor interface stability can be provlded over the entire

length of the truncated channels for the RCS acceleration at 2.2-to-3.4 ° K

(4.0-to-6. Io R).

Additional losses are introduced in a flowing system, and

BP >__ AP h + Ape + APv + Apf + AP t (7)

where AP e is the pressure loss due to flow through screen, A Pv is the

change in pressure head to velocity head, A Pf is the viscous loss due to

flow in the device, and AP t is the loss due to transients, such as pulsed

flow, vibration, etc,

An additional criterion for determining hydrostatic interface stability is

the Bond number, Bo_ a dimensionless ratio of acceleration-to-

capillary forces (Ref 39).

Bo = paL 2
(8)

O"

where L is the characteristic system dimension. The liquid/gas interface is

stable in a cylindrical container (tank, Xine, etc.) or circular pore when
Bo < 0.84. The Bond Number will be referenced later in the discussion of

two-phase flow 'a the thermodynamic vent lines.
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Figure IV-I Maximum Liquid Hydrostatic Head vs Acceleration Level for Various
Liquids Using 325 X 2300 Mesh Screen
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Acquisition device performance involves the detet,,_ .ion of screen

breakdown for each liquid/tank case. Screen breakdown oc;urs when gas is

: ingested with liquid .Iraining of the tank• At this poin single phase liquid

expulsion is interrupted and liquid remaining in the tank at screen breakdown

is considered outage or residual.

_" For analysis purposes, it was assu,,_d that draining of the tank on orbit

may occur at any one of three accelerations•

a) OMS (Orbital Maneuvering System) - settlin? acceleration of 0.077g.

Liquid is settled over the tank outlet.

b) A lateral acceleration of 1.6 x it)-5 g due to drag acting on the

• Orbiter at an angle of attack of 90o.

c) An axial acceleration of 3.0 x 10-6 g due to drag acting on the

Orbiter at an angle of attack of zero de_'rees.

r_eTletion during orbital maneuverin_ system firing was the worst case

because of the hydrostatic heads imposed on the channels, particularly for the

larger tank sizes. For the case of a Return-_o-Launch-Site (RTLS) abort,

which has the highest flowrate requirements, it was assumed that a Shuttle

Reaction Control System (RCS) settling environment was present•

A summary of acquisition device _esiduals for a_l 13 configurations is

tabulated in Table IV-3, for International units, and Table TV-_ for English

units. Both the volume and percent of loaded quantity remaining inside the

channels of the acquisition device at depletion are listed in the tables.

Residuals are tabulated for both on-orbit depletion and RTLS abort depletion.

or all cases except liquid helium, the temperature in the tank was assumed '

be saturated at the n_aximum pressure of 414 KN/m 2 (60 psia). (The helium

performance will be discussed in greater detail later in this subsection.) It
was deter1_ined that the CFHE channel size was adequate for all tbe 0.62 m3

(22 ft3) cases• The channel size for the 12.5 m 3 (440 ft 3) argon and

methane tanks had to be increased to ll.7-c,n x 3.0-cm (&.6-in x 1.2-in). The

total volume of the four channels is 0.04 m 3 (1.47 ft3), or about 0.4

percent of the total tank volume• This size results in an abort residual of

about I0 percent for argon, but this was considered acceptable since argon is
an inert fluid.

The abe c flowrate for the 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) oxygen tank dictates a

different channel size than for the methane or argon tanks• Iterations on

channel size versus residual resulted in channel cross-sectional dimensions of ,.

28.4-cm x 7./_-cm (ll.2-in. x 2.9-in.). This gives a 5 pe ent residual for

the abort condition, and a 3 percent residual for on-orbit depletion.

The calculated channel dimensions for the spherical hydrogen tank

(Configuration 13) are 27.0-cm x 6.9-cm (10.6-in. x 2.7-in.), which gives an

internal volume of about 0.37 rn3 (13 ft3). =or this spherical

configu:'ation, o._-orbit and abort residuals are 2 and 3 percent,

f
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respectively. If these same dimensions are used for the cylindrical geometry

i (Configuration 12), the increased channel volume results in residuals of 2.5

and 5 percent for the on-orbit depletion and abort conditions. These

relatively significant residuals are driven by the _bort requirements; if the

channels were sized specifically to minimize on-orbit residuals, a 1 percent

* residual is obtained, as indicaled for Configuration 12 (Aft). A channel

dimension of 14.7-cm x 2.8-cm (5.8-in. x 1.5-in.) is adequate to obtain this

low, on-orbit residual.

The performance of the liquid helium tank requires some additional

discussion. The pressure retention, APe, must satisfy pressure differences

due to hydrostatic and hydrodynamic considerations, as indicated previously.

The resvits of the analysis at both the abort flowrate of 0.014 kg/sec (0.03

Ib/sec) and the mission flowrate of 0.02 kg/hr (0.04 ib/hr) are presented in

Tables IV-5 and IV-6 for depletion in the low-g (drag} environment. The

expulsion performance is highly dependent on storage temperature. The •

expulsion efficiency approaches I00 percent except for the higher abort

outflow condition at a storage temperature of 5.0OK (9.0OR) and storage

p?essure of 200 KN/m 2 (29 psia) for the saturated helium.

At the 5.0OK aboct condition, the sum of adverse pressure differences is

greater than the capilla.'y retention as provided by the 325 x 2300 mesh.

A negative ,alue resvlts for screen entrance loss, as shown. Thus, at the

5OK (9OR) condition, it is not possible to flow through the LAD at the

abort flowcate without getting gas ingestion into the screen channels, even

with a nearly full tanR. For the other conditions in the tables, a relatively

small screen flow area, Ae, is required to prevent screen breakdown. The

figures in the bottom row in the tables are the minimum flow areas, i.e.,

below this area, vapor is ingested and single-phase liquid draining is

interrupted. The liquid expulsion efficiency is determined at this point.

The uppe limit for expulsion efficiency (no flow losses) in the OMS and

RCE envi onw;nts is pictured in Figure IV-3 as a function of storage

temperature. The solid lines are based upon interface stability over channels

configured through the entire tank. The OMS acceleration condition, as

mentioned, ettles liquid over the tank outlet. The channels are truncated

which tends to improve expulsion efficiency by reducing the hydrostatic head

retention requirement. The dashed line shows this improvement for the RC$

condition. The near-100% expulsion can be provided from 2.2 to 3.4OK

(4.0 to 6.1OR) for the 0.04 g omnidirectional state, as shown.

The subcritical storage of liquid helium wi h capillary devices to provide

control for liquid draining represents a new challenge. The results show that

t_e capillary configuration in the CFME tank tends to present rather stringent

thermal control requirements. The desired liquid control using the

single-layer 325 x 2300 screen shows preferential storage of the saturated
helium-4 near the lower lambda conditions of 2.2OK (3.9oR) and 5.0 KN/m 2

(0.730 _la). Additional layers of screen, rather tha.: a single layer, would

tend to relax this narro_ temperature requirement of storage by providing

greater retention.

IV-IO
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2. Fluid Lines {{

Four different line types were sized for each cryogenic storage and supply

tank. They are: (a) the outflow/abort line, (b) the inflow line, (c) the

pressurization/vent line, and (d) the thermodynamic vent system lines. The i

characteristics of the fluid flow in each line vary greatly with the

particular fluid and mission requirements. Several general assumptions were

made in the analysis. The external piping, valves, and other flow or

: flow-metering components were assumed analogous to the baseline CFME for all

tanks. A)so, the lines were only sized for each category, not for each

configuration, as previously defined in Table III-I. This ensured that the

line sizes for the maximum conditions encountered in the mission for each

category were applicable to all the configurations in that category. For

example, the pressurization/vent line for the non-vacuum-jacketed 12.5 m3

(440 ft 3) argon tank was sized to handle a higher flowrate during ground

hold than the corresponding vacuum-jacketed tank. The line was sized for the

former case and was assumed applicable, albeit conservative, for the latter

configuration.

The flow analysis for the outflow/abort line, the inflow line, and the

pressurization/vent line is identical. A friction factor, f, is defined as:

L I/2 )3 gc l-r

where d is the tube diameter, L is the tube length, AP is the pressure

drop. O is the fluid density, and _ is the average velocity of the fluid.

The data is only valid for incompressible flow (constant density) of Newtonian

fluids. For the range of flowrates and fluids considered in this study, these

criteria are met (Mach number less than unity, all fluids considered

Newtonian).

To account for friction due to roughness of the pipe, a roughness factor,

e, of 1.52 X 10-6m (5.0 X 10-6 ft) was used for crawn tubing. A relative

roughness, e/d, was then determined. To account for friction due to elbows,

valves, flowmeters, and other flow apparatus, an equivalent length of straight

pipe required to produce the same amount of friction was determined as:

L* ffi nL

(10)

where L is the actual length of tubing, L* is the equivalent length, and n is

a friction multiple which accounts for all the frictional losses due to the

flow apparatus.

_ !/_' IV-147
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Substituting L* for L in Equation (9), an expression for tube diameter is
obtained:

" d = L* f
p

i

J
where m is the mass flowrate and f is a function of the Reynolds number and
the relative roughness. An iteration between tube diameter, Reynolds Number

, and relative roughness was made to determine the correct line size for the !
required flow rate.

Outflow/Abort Line i

In all tank categories the abort flow conditions yielded a larger line i

diameter than the maximum outflow conditions, so the abort conditions sized

the line. The large number of elbows, valves, flowmeters, and other flow

apparatus increased the equivalent length, L*, considerably. The estimate I
used for this line was generally about 50L. The outflow/abort line sizes are I

shown in Table IV-7. The analysis is conservative in that the values fetid , '
f, etc., are chosen at their limits which give the largest diameter. The

pressure drop, /XP, is chosen as the allowable drop in pressure to maintain

subcooled or saturated liquid conditions. The temperature used to determine

the state of the liquid at the inlet to the outflow/abort line is ba_ed on the

results of mission simulations using CSAM (as discussed later in Section B of

this chapter)

The results of Table IV-7 show that the CFME outflow/abort line diameter

of 1.27-cm (0.50-in) must be modified for operation with the o.her fluids in

the 0.62 m 3 (22.0 ft3) tanks. The 12.5 m 3 (440 ft3) oxygen tank

(Category VII) has the largest diameter because of the large mass to be

aborted in only 0.5 hr.

Inflow Line

The ground rule used for the inflow line analysis was theft the

0.62 m 3 (22.0 ft3) tanks are filled in 0.5 hr and the larger tanks are

• filled in 1.0 hr. It was assumed that tank cooldown must also be accomplished

within this time constraint but that tank pre-chilL had been performed

previously. Estimates were made of the amount of fluid vaporized during

cooldown. Two times the loaded mass was required re accomplish cooldown and

• loading for saturated hydrogen liquid at 101 kN/m 2 (14.7 psia), and

proportionally less was required for the other liquids. The maximum inflow

rates shown on Table IV-8 correspond to these conditions.

The inflow line diameters given in Table IV-8 were determined using an

equivalent length, L*, 20 times the actual length of the inflow tubing. The

allowable pressure drop, Ap, used in sizing the inflow line is based on an

inflow pressure of approximately 207 KN/m 2 (30.0 psia) and an internal tank

pressure of I01 KN/m2 (14.7 psia). The liquid at the entrance of the inflow

line is assumed to be subcooled with a saturation pressure of I01 kN/m2

(14.7 psia).

_" IV-15
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Table IV-7 Outflow/Abort Line Sizing

Category Size Fluid Maximum Outflow Rate Line
a _itssion I Abort Diameter

lkg/hr (Ib/hr) kg/hr (ib/hr) cm (in)

Baseline 0.62 m3 II2 I 1.50 (3.3) I 82 ( 180) 1.3 (0.5)

1 0.62 m3 CH4 0.016 (0.035) 249 ( 548) 2.6 (I.0)

I
11 0.62 m_ Ar * * I 543 (1192) 2.7 (I.O)

I
111 0.62 m3 02 0.16 (0.35) 1340 ( 2948) 3.9 (1.5)

IV 0.62 m3 He 0.017 (0.037) 49 ( I08) 1.5 (0.6)

V 12.5 m3 Ar 2.5 (5.6) 10900 (23980) 7.7 (3.0)

VI 12.5 m3 CH4 103 (227) 4780 (10516) 7.7 (3.0)

VII 12.5 m3 02 4460 (9812) 26700 (58740) 11.4 (4.5)

VIII 37.4 m3 H2 815 (1793) 2440 (5368) 7.7 (3.0)

•Mission outflow through thermodynamic vent lines.

Table IV-8 Inflow Line Sizing

lnflow

Category Size Fluid _ximum Line
Inflow Rate Diameter

(kg/hr) (Ib/hr) cm (in)

BaJeline 0.62 m31 H2 154 (339) 1.3 (0.5)

I 0.62 m3 CH4 828 (1822) 1.9 (0.75)

I1 0.62 m3 Ar 2840 (6248) 1.9 (0.75)

Ill 0.62 m3 02 2310 (5082) 1.9 (0.75)

IV 0.62 m3 He 303 (b6_) 1.3 (0.5)

V 12.5 m3 Ar 28400 (62480) 6.3 (2.5)

VI 12.5 m3! CH4 7940 (17470) 5.0 (2.0)

VII 12.5 m3 02 23200 (51040) 5.7 (2.25)

VIII 37.4 m3 H2 4890 (10760) 5.7 (2.25)

IV-!6
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The inflow line for the 0.62 m2 (22.0 ft3) storage tanks is 1.9-cm

(0.75-in) except for liquid helium, which is the same as the CFME inflow

line. The larger tanks have larger inflow line diameters. A comparison with

the outflow/abort line sizes of Table IV-7 indicates that the inflow lines are

smaller in diameter for all cases, indicating that a single tank penetration

:_ can be used for both the filling and oraining functions.

= Pressurization/Vent Line

The fluid dynamic analysis approach used for the outflow/abort lines and

the inflow lines is also applicable to the pressurization/vent line.

• There are four conditions which can determine the pressurization/vent line
diameter:

, (i) The maximum flowrate of helium for pressurization, which occurs

_ring draining of the tank at abort conditions.

(2) The flowrate of evaporating fluid within the tank lich must be

vented due to increased heat flux if _ir, or the storage fluid diffuses into

the volume between the tank wall and the outermost surface on the storage

vessel while the tank is on the ground.

(3} The liquid venting flowrate required to preclude excessive pressure

buildup, assuming liquid covers the vent port in the low-g, on-orbit case.

(4) The vapor flowrate resulting from initial liquid filling of the tank

when the entire tank and inflow lines are at ambient conditions. The flashing

of vapor continues until the tank is sufficiently chilled.

It has been determined that for all fluids the first case is not a

determining factor. Vapor venting during chilldown is not critical if

adequate pre-chill is performed. It was assumed that sufficient time was

available to pre-chill, precluding rapid vapor flashing on the walls of the

tank and large gas venting rates. The most critical condition is likely Case

(2)_ where condensed air or storage fluid in the vacuum annulus (or

alternately, an ineffective purged insulation for the non-vacuum-jacketed

cases) causes a significant increase in the heat flux into the stored

cryogen. The pressurization/vent line was therefore sized for this

condition. A heating rate of 1580 W/m 2 (500 Btu/hr-ft 2) was assumed for

" the helium and hydrogen tanks and 474 W/m 2 (150 Btu/hr-ft 2) was used for

the other tanks. The higher heat flux is due to air condensation while the

latter heat flux results from gaseous heat transfer. The equivalent length,

• L*, used in the analysis was 20 times the actual length, L. The results at_

presented in Table IV-9. The allowable pressure drop,/_P, used in sizing thi_

line is based on the ground vent operating at 345 KN/m 2 (50.0 psia), with

exit conditions maintained above the highest attainable melting point of the

i fluid to prevent line freezing.

"" _ IV-17
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-- Table IV-9 Pressurization/Vent Line Sizing

Category Size Fluid Maximum Line
Vent Rate Diameter

kg/hr (Ib/hr) cm (in)

Baseline 0.62 m3 H2 52 (116) 1.3 (0.5)

I 0.62 m3 CH4 12 (27) 1.3 (0.5)

II 0.62 m3 Ar 40 (89) 1.3 (0.5)

III 0.62 m3 02 30 (67) 1.3 (0.5)

IV 0.62 m3 He 1870 (4130) 3.2 (1.25)

V 12.5 m3 Ar 296 (653) 2.5 (I.00)

VI 12.5 m3 CH4 91 (201) 1.9 (0.75)

Vll 12.5 m3 02 224 (494) 1.9 (0.75)

VIII 37.4 m3 H2 900 (1980) 4.3 (1.75)

Thermodynamic Vent System Line Analysis

The major consideration in analyzing the two-phase fluid dynamics in the

lines of the thermodynamic vent system (TVS) is the interaction of the various

forces acting on the fluid--surface tension, gravitational, viscous and
inertial. Since the heat exchangers ,;ear the exit of the Viscojets contain

two-phase fluid, the flow patterns and the heat tra sfer mechanisms between

the fluid and tank wall are important in the overall thermal efficiency of
design. The predominant one-g and low-g flow patterns of the vapor and liquid

are a matter of opinion, although capillary effects appear to strongly
overpower ,'iscous effects. The critical parameters for sizing the heat

exchangers are the Weber number (We, ratio of inertia force-to-surface tension

force), the Capillary number (Ca, ratio of viscous force-to-surface tension

force), and the Bond number (Bo, ratio of gravitational force-to-surface

tension force). If these dimensionless groups have values on the order of one
or less over the region of two-phase flow, then the line diameter is
acceptable. (A more thorough discussion of TVS operation is contained in
Appendix A. )

Table IV-IO gives the results of the _tS line sizing analysis. The
maximum allowable pressure drop after the fluid has exited the flow restrictor

(Viscojet) is set at 34 KN/m 2 (5.0 palm). The viscous and inertial forces
are small due to the low mass flowrates, yielding Weber numbers and Capillary
numbers on the order of 10-3 or less. The gravitational forces are
important prior to orbit, so the maximum Bond number (when the tank is at
one-g) is tabulated for each category.

._ _ IV-18
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Table IV-IO Thermodynamic Vent System Line Sizing

Category Fluid Maximum Maximum Line L
Vent Rate Bond Number Diameter

i,

" kg/hr (Ib/hr) (Dimensionless) mm (in) I

t

'° Baseline H2 I 0.04 (0.09) 0.21 4.8 (0.19) I
I

1 C}_ 0.02 (0.04) 0.22 4.8 (0.19)

II Ar 0.05 (0.II) 0.73 4.8 (0.19)

• III D2 0.05 (0.ll) 0.60 4.8 (0.19)

IV He 0.001 (0.002) 0.80 1.6 (0.063)

V Ar 0.05 (0.II) 0.73 4.8 (0.19)

VI CH4 0.20 (0.44) 0.27 4.8 (0.19)

Vll 02 0.05 (0.II) 0.60 4.8 (0.19)

VIII H2 0.20 (0.44) 0.21 4.8 (0.19)

B. Steady State Thermal Analysis

A steady state thermal analysis was performed for each preliminary

conceptual design identified in Task I. The analysis for each configuration
involved insulation selection, structural support thermal evaluation_ and

thermal performance of the total tankage for the specified missions. The rate

of heat addition to each storage ta-.k,vent rates, and helium pressurant

requirements were established for cryogenic liquid expulsion under orbital
conditions.

I. Insulation Selection

Parametric insulation performance data were generated for each of the 12.5

m3 (440 ft 3) tanks avd the 37.4 m3 (1320 ft 3) hydrogen tank. The
optimum insulation thickness, (_*), is that thickness which minimizes the

mass of vented fluid (Mvf) plus tht,mass of insulation on the tank

• (NMLI). Mathematically, this reads

d(Mvf+ et)
• At + At* when d(At) ffi 0 (12)

A fluid value facto (a) was added to this equation to "weigh" the
relative importance of the fluid.

d(a Mvf + MML I)

At + Lt* when d(At) - 0 (13)

; IV-19
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This increases the optimum insulation thickness for higher values of a.

For this study a was set equal to two for hydrogen (analogous to the CFME
baseline); a was set equal to one for all other fluids•

For a spherical tank, the mass of MLI is given by:

= 4T,p (rI+'t)3- rl3 (14)MMLI

where

iO = density of MLI

rI " radius to inner boundary of DILl
At = thicknes = of MLI

The mass of fluid vented to maintain tank pressure is

Mvf = hfg (15)

where

_= length of mission

hfg - heat of vaporization of fluid

qtot = total heat transfer into fluid

The term qtot is broken down into four heat beaks, giving:

supt = ksupt Asupt_T/Lsupt (Supports)

top = ktop Atop_/Ltop (Top Penetrations)

bot = kbot AbotAT/Lbot (Bottom Penetrations)

= k_ 4"_;r..j_rl_+_St)AT (Multi-lJyer Insulation)

so that _

Mvf = At_____0ksupt: Asupt_- + k_'°_t-L°_ + kb°t Ab°t + 4_kML I r 1 (1 + /-_ (16)
hfg L supt Ltop Lbot

i Substituting Equations (16) and (14) into (13) and solving, gives:

1[( 2 _ -L_ r12 "} 1]

a OAT

At* = rl + 4 _r (17)._ _hfg

- !
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For the cylindrical tank a similar an^lysis can be done by changing the

: volume and are_ in Equations (14) aqd (I0) and differentiating aMvf + MML I
using different values for_t.

Parametrlc ilL[ optlmlzation curves for the 12.5 m 3 (440 ft3) oxygen

" and methane tanks are presented in Figures IV-4 and IV-5. Optimization for

. the 37.4 m 3 (1320 ft3) spherical hydrogen tank is shown in Figure IV-6. A

comparable curve is not presented for the 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) argon tank
because the calculated MLI thickness was in excess of the maximum lO-cm (4-in)

considered in this study.

The determination of the optimum thickness for helium-purged or

• nitrogen-purged MLI used a modified ..rsion of Equation (17). For the time in

which the non-vacuum-jacketed ta,k is operating on the ground, (Og), the

thermal conductivity of the MLI purged with helium is given by a value, kgp,
almost three orders of mag._itude greater than kML I. After the tank is

transferred to orbit, the remainder of the missiot_ (Os) is modelled with the

MLI in a perfect vacuum. This analysis modified Equations (15) and (16), and

yielded an opti _um insulation thickncss given by:

2 [_

1 r + 4 kMLI s + _ 1 _r 1 (18)
•'_t* = -_ l .D hfg

For example, the 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) argon tank mission calls for a

4-hour ground hold (Og = 4 hr) and 7-year stationkeeping (@s =' 61360 hr),

the sum kML 1 @s + kgp 8g is very close to kML 1 @s"

A combination of nitrogen-pu_ged MLI on top of SOFI was considered as an

attractive alternative insulation concept to eliminate the helium purge

requirement for ground hold. The MLI thickness is sized by the orbit

requirements, since evacuated MLI is about 3 orders of magnitude better in

thermal performance then SOFI. The SOFI thickness is determined such that the

interface temperature is above the liquifaction temperature for nitrogen.

Since the tanks considered are typically large in diameter co_pared to the MLI

and SOFI thicknesses, the problem can be analyzed using pl_aar surfaces:

I

SOFI MLI I

cryogen ! _ ambient

• t
TC = 22°K (40°R) Ti TH = 294°K (530°R) i

1

During ground hold the MLI is filled with nitrogen gas. The system enersy

balance yields

" ksoFl A (T I _ Tc) ks 2 A (T H _ T i)

tSOFI t MLI
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/

The nitrogen thermal conductivity is given by k(T) - 1.65XI0 -2 +

.148XI0-3 T.75 (from CSAM). Using this in the above energy balance, the

N2 thermal conductivity can be integrated from T[ to TH to yield

(,_ 1.75 TII.75 )

" kN2 = -0.165 x 10-2 + 0.845 x 10-4 H -
TH Ti

i

The nominal SOFI thermal conductivity is given by

kSOFI = 0.0017 + 2.45 x 10-5 Tm

and the plus 2ff (95% confidence) SOFI thermal conductivity is given by

ksoFI = .0046 + .00002452Tm, (Rel 38)

Tm is the median temperature between Tc and T i. Both of these expressions
were used in the energy balance to compute the $OFI thickness.

The ratio of SOFI to MLI thickness was determined for several interface

temperatures, using both the nominal and plus 2_ SOFI thermal conductivitles.
The results are plotted in Figure IV-7. Once the MLI thickness was determined
using the orbital requirements, Figure IV-7 was used to determine the
required SOFI thickness to yield a desired interface temperature. For
example, the MLI thickness required for the 37.4 m3 (1320 ft 3) spherical
hydrogen tank was 1.75-cm (0.69-in) for a 5 day mlssion. Nitrogen liquifaction
temperature at one atmosphere is 77OK (139OR). Using 78OK (140OR) and
tMLI = 1.75-cm (0.69-in), Figure IV-7 indicates that

• tSOFI
- 0.1 (nominal)

and

tso¥I
--_- 0.18 (plus 20_
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so that

tSOFI = 0.18 cm (0.069 in) (nominal)

and

tSOFI = 0.32 cm (0.12 In) (plus 20")

\ Discussions with Martin Marietta personnel working the External Tank indicated
that the minimum application thickness using current technology is 1.3-cm

• (0.5-in). This is addressed in greater detail in Chapter VI.

A plot of MLI t_,ickness for both nominal and +2¢ SOFI thermal

conductivities is presented in Figure IV-8 for various SOFI/MLI interface

temperatures. For example, in the case of the previously mentioned MLI
thickness of 1.75-cm (0.69-in), the interface temperature would be about

178OK (320OR), for the nominal SOFI, and about 156OK (280OR) for the

+2_ SOFI thermal conductivity. In both cases the interface would be far above

the liquif_ction temperature of nitrogen at one atmosphere pressure.

A comparison was made between helium-purged MLI and the nitrogen-purged
MLI/SOFI combination. For a given MLI thickness, the heat flux to the tank is

about an order of magnitude greater for the helium-purged system than the

nitrogen-purged combination. Figure IV-9 is a plot of heat flux versus NLI

thickness for helium-purged and nitrogen-purged/SOFl insulations, with an
interface temperature of 78OK (140OR). Note that for both systems the NLI
thickness requirements are identical, since the bill is sized for orbital

requirements. For a 37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) spherical hydrogen tank with

1.75-cm (0.69-in) of billand a 4-hour ground hold, the helium-purged MLI would

boiloff 2150 kg (4740 Ib) more than the nitrogen purged MLI (2230 kg versus 73
kg), (4900 lb versus 160 Ibm), or the helium-purged system would lose 84

percent of the original loaded hydrogen while the combination would lose 3
percent.

The insulation systems selected for the thermal performance studies are
listed in Table IV-ll for each of the 13 configurations evaluated. Ground
hold requirements varied from 2B-hours to topping immediately prior to
lift-off; lower final tank pressures and/or reduction in vented fluid are

• available in all cases if the latter ground hold situation is followed. For
the shorter orbital missions, weight is quite sensitive to the ground hold

condition and this must be adequately accounted for in comparing these designs
with other study results.

r i Purged HI.I systems allow larger heat inputs to the cryogens during ground
_ i hold. This can result in reductions of liquid density due to vigorous

°_ I boiling, b new bulk density can be deLermined by calculating the volume

_ cha_ge due to bubble formation in the saturated cryogen. The bulk density can
::_" be expressed as

V+AV

IV-l?
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Nitrogen-Pursed _LI with SOFI;
102 Interface Temperature at 78°K (!40°R)
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Figure IV-9 Comparison of Helium-Purged NLI Neat Flux with Nitrogen-Purged
HLI/SOFI Neat Flux
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Table IV-ll Selected Insulation for the Study Configurations

Ground

Config- Hold
uration Siz_ Fluid Time Insulation Description

CFME 0.62 m3 H2 28-hr 3.2-cm (l.25-in) MLl/vacuum jacket

_\ 1 0.62 m3 CH4 28-hr 4.7-cm (l.85-in) MLI/vacuum jacket

2 0,62 m3 Ar 28-hr 10-cm (4.0-in) MLIlvacuum jacket

3 0.62 m3 02 28-hr 3.2-cm (1.25-in) MLI/vacuum jacket

4 0.62 m3 He 28-hr 3.2-cm (1.25-in) MLI inside & outside

He VCS/vacuum jacket

5 12.5 m3 Ar 4-hr 10=cm (4.0in) HLI/vacuum jacket

6 12.5 m3 Ar 4-hr lO-cm (4.0-in) MLI/Nitrogen purged

7 12.5 m3 Ar 4-hr lO-cm (4.0-in) MLl/Nitrogen purged

8 12.5 m3 CH4 28-hr 1.2-cm (0.5-in) MLI/vacuum jacket

9 12.5 m3 CH4 * 1.2-cm (0.5-in) MLIINitrogen purged

I0 12.5 m3 02 28-hr 2.0-cm (0.8-in) MLIlvacuum jacket

II 12.5 m3 02 4-hr 6.l-cm (2.4-in) MLl/Nitrogen purged

12 37.4 m3 H2 * 1.2-cm (0.5-in)SOFl
1.5-cm (0.57-in)MLI Nitrogen-purged

13 37.4 m3 H2 * 1.2-cm (0.5-in)SOFI

: , 1.8-cm (0.69-in)HLI Nitrogen-purged w

i --

• i * Topping just prior to lift-off
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I' where mv is the liquid mass, V it's volume andAV the volume change due to
vaporization. The termly can be written as

r )AV-m Pz - Pv

7.
where mv is the mass of liquid vaporized.

: The time interval to determine how much vaporized liquid is@

instantaneously entrained in the bulk liquid is the rise time for a bubble

(i.e. the tank depth divided by bubble velocity). "[heassumption is that
• initially a bubble forms on the bottom of the tank and then rises to the

• surface. A column of bubbles rises and continuous boiling occurs. A change

in liquid density occurs, remaining relatively constant with time. The bubble
velocity is given in Reference 30 as:

so that

where d is the liquid depth, and O'the surface tension.

The resulting bulk liquid densities for the 12.5 m3 (440 [t3) end 37.4
m3 (1320 ft 3) tanks are given in Table IV-12. Oxygen is reduced in
density by less than IZ. The methane density is reduced by 2.5Z. The argon
density is also reduced by less than IZ. Finally the hydrogen density in the
large tank is reduced by SZ. For a given tank size, the bulk density change

' . is most sensitive to the mass of liquid vaporized (i.e. heat input to the
tank). Also tank depth affects bubble rise time, so thee deeper tanks have a

greater density change. Pressure also has a minor effect on the bulk density
change. Although increasing pressure slightly increases the amount of liquid

_| " vaporized, the density increase of both phases reduces the density ratio term
, sipificantly, so that the bulk density is not reduced as much. These density

changes should be considered in more detailed mission studies vhere purged
insulation systeu8 ere defined,
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Table IV-12 Effect of Purged Insulatlon Heat Input on Liquid Density

P = I00 KN/m2 (15 psia)

: (440 ft3) (440 ft3) (440 ft3) (1320 ft3)

: Oxygen Methane Argon Hydrogen
,,. .... , . •.

Density (kg/m3) 1140 22.30 1394.50 70.80

5 (lbm/f_3) (71.23) (26.36) (87.05) (4.42)

Heac Input (W) 1500 6775 915 13930 .
(Btu/hr) (5145) (23120) (3120) (47550)

Tank Depth(m) 2.9 2.9 2.9 12.0
(ft) (9.4) (9.4) (9.4) (39.2) "

New Bulk

• enslty (kg/m3) 1138 418.4 1392 67.9
(lbm/ft3) (71.04) (26.12) (86.91) (4.24)

Density Ratio 0.997 0.991 0.998 0.959

2. Structural Support Thermal Evaluation

Thermal analysis of the structural supports for the preliminary conceptual
designs was accomplished wlth the CSAM program. The analysis is straight-
forward, using nodal networks and accepted computational techniques to
determine the temperature dlstribu+.ions and heat leaks of the tank assemblles
and their support structures. The _nternal composite trunnions for the 0.62
m3 (22 ft3) tanks and the external composite struts for the larger tanks
deserve spocial attention because of the pertinence of the results to overall
ther_al performance.

, _nternal Trunnions - CFME Size Tanks

b steady-state analysis of the heat leak through the trunnion supports was
:- i made, and the temperature distributions within the trunnion calculated. This •

[ analysis used a three-di_nsionat nodal model of the trunnion and the CSAMt

program. A diagram o_ the trunnion supports showing how the geo_try was
divided into nodes for conducting the analysis is presented in Figure IV-X0.

P

The tank pressure for the cases analyzed was 276 K_/m2 (40 pain) and the
low temperature heat sink was considered to be the same as the saturation

temperature for the fluld in the tank. Both the fixed znd sliding-end trun-
nion configurations were analyzed for each of the fluids. Wall thicknesses

and outer dialter of the trunnion vary with fluid and are listed along with
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Figure IV-lO Trunnion Support Node Dissrsm
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saturation temperature of the fluid and steady state heat leak for the trun-
nions in Table IV-13. The heat leak through both the fixed and sliding trun-
nions is nearly identical (within 2-3 percent) and so only a single value is
given in Table IV-13 for each fluid. Steady-state temperatures at various

locations along the length of the trunnion (corresponding to the points noted

in Figure IV-10) are listed in Table IV-14.

Table IV-13 Typical Trunnion Thermal Characteristics for
0.62 m3 (22 ft3) Storage Tank Assemblies

'_ Para-

Hydrogen Argon Methane Oxygen He l ium.,

Trunnion Geome tr_ ....

Trunnion O.D., cm. 5.0 6.4 5.0 6.4 5.0 .
(in) (7.0) (2.5) (2.0) (2.5) (2.0)

Trunnion Thickness, cm 0.38 1.14 1.02 0.89 0.51
(in) (0.15) (0.45) (0.40) (0.35) (0.20)

Tsar at 276 KN/m2,OK 22 98 126 I01 8.3
(40 p_ia), (OR) (40) (176) (226) (182) (15)

£runnion Heat Leak,* 1.0 2.53 1.64 2.03 1.22
Watt (Btu/hr) (fixed (3.37) (8.62) (5.61) (6.92) (4.17)

and sliding)

*External Temp " 3930 K (7080 P)

An evaluation was made of the reduction in heat leak through the trunnion

obtained by intercepting a portion of the incouing heat flux with vent fluid
in the VCS lines (a thermal short between the trunnion and VCS is built into

each support). A plot of heat leak versus temperature drop between the
storage tank and node D on the trunnion is presented in Figure IV-If. The
amout_t of heat intercepted by the VCS llne versus temperature drop between

, node D and the VCS line is presented in Figure IV-12. This data was used to
optimize the reduction of heet leak through the trunnions as a function of VCS
operations as determined by the thermal performance model (CSAH).

v P_eductions in trunnion heat leak from the zero intercept condition (no VCS
connection), as a function of the amount of heat intercepted at node D ere
shown in Figure 1V-13. The relation£hip for each fluid is linear and varies
little from fluid to fluid. Similarly, reductions in trunnion heat leak _a s
function of the temperatures at node D are shown in Figure IV-14. The end-
points of the curves represent the idealised conditions where the temperatures
at node D are equal to the fluid saturation temperatures and the reduction in
heat leak is equal to the maximum heat leak through the trunnione, as indi-
cated previously in Table IV-13,
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" Table IV-14 Steady-State Temperatures for Composite Trunnions Designed
: for 0.62 m3 (22 ft 3) Tank Assemblies*

Location Parahydrogen Argon Methane Oxygen Helium 4
on T_at • Tsar = T_at = Tsar ffi Tsar =

Trunnion 220 K 98° K 126o K 101o K 8.30 K
(400 R) (176 ° R) (2260 R) (182 ° R) (15 o R)

_ A 97 (54) 194 (108) 239 (133) 199 (111) 82 (46)4.

" B 235 (131) 272 (151) 302 (168) 273 (152) 224 (!24)

C 367 (204) 369 (205) 387 (215) 368 (204) 354 (17/)

q

D 451 (251) 436 (242) 447 (248) 433 (241) 436 (242)

F1 537 (298) 501 (278) 509 (283) °01 (278) 514 (286)

GI 598 (332) 550 (306) 555 (308) 549 (305) 577 (321)

G2A 619 (344) 590 (328) 595 (331) 586 (326) 605 (336)

G3AB 598 (332) 569 (316) 571 (317) 562 (312) 581 (323)

G4S 604 (336) 577 (321) 574 (319) 571 (317) 589 (327)

H 594 (330) 558 (310) 556 (309) 549 (305) 575 (319)

J 626 (348) 601 (334) 589 (327) 584 (324) 609 (338)

K 657 (365) 646 (359) 622 (346) 619 (344) 643 (357)

L 687 (382) 693 (385) 655 (364? 655 (364) 678 (377)

H 694 (386) 695 (386) 667 (371) 665 (369) 686 (381)

* Tank Pressure = 276 KN/m2 (4C lmia)
i,

L
*i

t •

:] '

1 .
1
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External Support Struts-Large Tanks

The structural support heat inputs for each of the 12.5 m3 (440 ft3)

argon, methane and oxygen tanks and the 37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) cylindrical

hydrogen tank were calculated by two methods. First each support was assumed

to be perfectly insulated, except for the ends, and to have a linear tempera-

ture gradient along it's length. One end was assumed fixed at 294oK

(530OR), with the other fixed at the cryogen saturation temperature. For
the second case each support was assumed to be viewing the sun (absorptivity

of 0.2) and to be radiating to space (emissivity of 0.8). The end tempera-
tures were fixed, as for the first case. The heat input to the support from
the sun was determined by using the value of the solar flux at the edge of the

earth's atmosphere. The sink was assumed to be a black body at 4OK '

(7OR). A I0 node energy balance gave the support temperature gradient, from
which the heat input was obtained.

The support geometries are listed in Table IV-15. All 12.5 m3 (440

ft3) tanks have the same number and size of tubular supports, having been

sized for the heaviest fluid (i.e. argon). Both the end and center supports

Table IV-15 Structural Support Heat Inputs

for Large Tanks

Tubular Support Heat Inputs
Support Fluid Non-Sun Viewing Sun Viewing

Volume Geometry Watt (Btu/hr) Watt (Btu/hr)

12.5 m3 Numbe_- 8 LAr 1.6 (5.6) 3.0 (10.4)
(440 ft 3) Radius 6.4-cm

(2.5-in)

Length ll4-cm LCH4 1.4 (4.8) 7.0 (24.0)
(45-in)

Thickness 0.5-cm LO2 1.6 (5.6) 8.4 (28.8)
(0.2-in)

37.4 m3 End Suppozt_
(1320 ft3) Number - 48

Cylindrical Radius 3.8-cm LH2 17 (58) 84 (288)
(1.5-in)

Length 41-cm
(16-in) _

Thickness 0.32-cm

(0.13-in)

Center Support ]
Number - 24
Radius 3.8-cm

(1.5-in)

Length 61-cm
(24-in)

Thickness 0.32-cm

(0.13-in)
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for the 37.4m3 (1320 ft3) cylindrical tank were analyzed. All of the

supports are S-glass epoxy. The heat input from the sun was obtained by

assuming the solar flux at the edge of the earth's atmosphere to be 1400

Wlm 2 (444 Btu/hr ft2), and using the support projected area. Using a very
high source temperature of 5.5 X 104OK (105OR) and a fictitious

conductance, the appropriate heat it,putwas calculated. The sink was assumed
co br a black body at 4OK (7OR). The total strut circumferential surface

area was used, and a view factor of 1.0 was assumed. Even at hydrogen

sac_,:ation temperature, the radiation from space was found to be negligible,

so _nat the support-to-space conductance could be simplified. In evaluating
the conductance in the support, an average thermal conductivity taken from
Felerence 39 was used.

I

A typical temperature distribution in the support for the 12.5 m3

(440 ft3) tank is shown in Figure IV-15 for oxygen. The dashed llne

repr,sents a linear temperature gradient (and is considered, therefore, to be
an i isulated, non-sun-viewing condition). The sun-viewlng support has a

te_F:rature gradient at the tank end that is about 5 times as steep as the

linear gradient. Similar temperature dxstributions in the supports for the

37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) cylindrical hydrogen tank are shown in Figure IV-16.

Structural support heat inputs for the larger tanks are listed in Table
IV-l_ for both sun-viewing and non-sun-viewlng cases. The support heat inputs
for the oxygen and argon tanks are the same for the non-sun-viewing case, due
to the assumption of a linear temperature gradient and almost identical fluid

saturation temperatures. Methane has a higher saturation temperature, so the
s_pport heat input is lower.

For the sun-viewing supports argon has the lowest heat input, with methane
h_gher, and oxygen slightly higher than the methane. The argon is lowest
bezause roughly a third of the support is insulated (by tank HLI), reducing

th_ value of the temperature gradient at the tank. The relative difference
between oxygen nd methane support heat inputs is about the same for both
cases, due to the _aturation temperatures. Note that the heat input listed
for the son-sun vie.ing case is probably high, since the thick layer of _LI

_ (about 1/3 the length of the support) would tend to reduce the tank end
temperature gradient somewhat, from the linear gradient assumed, but the
effect would probably not be as severe as for the sun-viewlng case.

Comparison of support heat input between sun-viewing and non-sun-viewlng
, ' cases shows that the sun-viewing heat inputs are about 400Z greater for the
: hydrogen c_se than the non-sun-viewing heat inputs. The increase from the

non-sun-viewing, to sun-viewing for argon is only about 86g.
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3. Thermal Performance

The Cryogenic Storage Analysis Model (CSAH) was used to determine the tI"

thermal performance of each tank configuration. The programmed inputs to CSAH i _
allow quite complex missions to be simulated without interrupting the
program. The Thermodynamic Vent System (TVS) rates and set points, the
pressurization rate and set point, the outflo_ rate, and the variations in
gravitational acceleration can all be changed at preset times during the

mission simulation. This capability allows all of the missions to be modelled i

by CSAM, yielding a mission profile which includes the tank pressure, the mass I:
of fluid in the tank, the amount of fluid vented through the TVS, and the
amount of pressurant used, each as a function of mission time. Data from CSAM
can also be compiled to determine the "quasi" steady-state heat inputs for

each fluid/tank configuration.

The heat leaks into the tanks are through the supports, the NLI, the top
penetration (pressurization/vent line), and the bottom penetration (the °
outflow line, which also functions as the abort line and i:=low line). The

structural supports and penetrations described previously were modelled
thermally by CSAN using comparable diameters, lengths, and wall thicknesses.
The optimum MLI thicknesses previously determined were used for simulation of
each conf iguration.

Ground rules used in the analysis for the large tanks were: I) Liquid I
initially saturated at one atmosphere; 2) Outer boundary temperature of
293OK (530OR) on the vacuum jacket or outer layer of MLI; 3) Gravity level
changes from one g to 10-3 at llftoff (8-10 sin boost phase neglected), 4)
In most cases, the tank was pressurized to 3 psia above the storage pressure

prior to outflow to preclude vaporization in the liquid outflow line.

A summary compilation of the results of the thermal analysis using CSAH is
shown in Tables IV-16 and IV-17. These tables show for each configuration
evaluated the MLI thickness, the total steady-state heat input (with and
without the TVS operative), the TVS flowrate, the total amount of fluid vented
through the TVS, and the total halium pressurant used. Each of the 13
configurations will be discussed separately; the CFHE baseline s_eady-state
heat leaks were presented previously in Table I-2.

Configuration 1

The thermal performance of the 0.62 m3 (22.0 ft 3) methane storage and
supply tank is presented in Figure IV-17 . The requirement for this tank was
a 180-day mission consisting o| a 28-hour ground hold (in which no venting was

requlred), followed by a constant liquid outflow for the remaining time on o
orbit. The optimum thickness of HLI for this mission and configuration wa_l
4.7-cm (1.85-in).

-,},:J The pressure in the tank rises rapidly until it reaches 138 KN/m2 (20

psia) even though the convection in the tank has decreased (in the model, "g"
changes fro., 1.0 to 0.0001 at 28 hours) and liquid outflow has begun. The
combined effect does not greatly reduce the pressure rise rate and so heat
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exchanger I of the TVS is enabled when the pressure reaches the 138 KN/m2
(20 prim) set point at about 6 days. The flowrate of heat exchanger I i._
0.041 kg/hr (0.090 Ib/hr), which is enough to keep the pressure rise in check

and slowly bring it down to 138 KN/m 2 (20 psia). Even when the I_/S is
operative, there is still a slight heat input into the tank. The pressure in
the tank drops because the outflow process from the tank itself reduces the

tank pressure and temperature enough to oveccome the small heat leak.

In Figure IV-17 it is observed that only 5g.0 kg (130 Ib) of the total

stored quantity of 249 kg (550 Ib) can be delivered as gas-free liquid at a

constant flowrate of 0.3 kg/hr (0.7 Ib/hr) over the I80-day storage and supply
period. The remaining 190 kg (420 Ib) is vented through the TVS to maintain

Q

thermal control as described above. Table IV-18 shows the steady state heat

leak for this configuration. Because of the relatively large quantity of
methane vented, compared to liquid supplied, it is helpful in understanding
the thermal performance to compare this table with that for the CFME tank,

which was designed for a 7-day mission. Although the heat input through the
HLI is less for ConfiRuration I due to a greater thickness and a smaller

temperature difference, the overall heat input is comparable to the CFME due
to the much larger cross-sectional area of the trunnions in the methane tank.

Table IV-18 Steady Statc Heat Leak - 0.62 ra3 (22 ft3)

Methane Tank - Config. 1

Conductor _TVS Inoperative TVS Operative
Heat Input % of Heat Input

Watts Wattslm2 Total Watts Watts/m z

(Rtu/hr) (Btulhr ft 2) (Btulhr) (Btulhr ft 2)

" MLI 2.0 '0'_57 " 28" i.7 0.48
Thickness (6.8) (.18) (5.8) (0.15)
4.7-cm
(1.85-in)

Supports .... 3.5 0.99 49 3.1 0.88 L
(If.9) (.31) (10.6) (0.28)

Penetrations" 1.5 0.43 20 1.3 0.37
(5.1) (.14) (4.4) (0.12)

LThermodynamic 0.2' 0.06" 3 6.0* 1.71" '
Vent System (0.7) (0.2) (2_. 5)* (0.54)*
(Flowrate •

O.041kg/hr)
(0.090 Ibm/hr)

,

L , --

-_ _ Total 7.2 2'".o zoo o.z o.o_-
r: _ (24.6) (.65) ( 0.3_ (0.01)

m H ,|,.

* indicates heat flow from tank to conductor
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If the user system only required gaseous supply, the combined heat
exchanger and liquid ou_.flow rate o£ 0.059 kg/hr (0.13 lb/hr) could be
supplied on a continuous basis over the 180-day mission. Another way of
evaluating ti_e thermal performance is to compare these rrsults wi_.b fluid
venting only to maintain n constant pressure of 138 KN/m2 (20 pass). If
saturated liquid is converted to saturated vapor and vented overboard, all the

"_ liquid in the tank will be depleted in 190 days. Thus the CFHE thermal
o)ntrol approach provides a significant thermal advantage; a heat input of
7,2 W (24,6 B_.u/hr) and a flux of 2,0 W/m2 (0,65 Btu/hr-ft 2) are

,, reasonably good levels for a tank thiJ size mounted to survive the launch
,_ environment on a Spacelab pallet.

Configuration 2
|

The small tank size, 0.62 re] _22 ft3), and corresponding load of argon
precludes being able to approach anywhere near 7-year storage end supply for
this electric propulsion application. If the entire quantity of argon were
used for venting, a heat leak as low as 0.6 ;/ (2 Btu/hr) would be required to
obtain 7-year storage. An MLI thickness of lO.2-cm (4.0-in), considered to be
a maximum limit on insulation capability ab discussed previously, was used for
this case. The heat flux through the insulation alone contributes 1.9 W (6.5
Btu/hr). When the TVS is ;noperative, the major heat input is through the
trunnions, and operation of the heat exchanger, modified to reduce the support
heat input, can only stretch the mission to about 300 days. A summary of the
heat input is listed in Table IV-19.

Table IV-19 Steady State Heat Leak - 0.62 m3 (22 ft 3)
Oxygen Tank - Confi8. 2

Conductor TV__.SSInoperative _eratl_.__ve
:" Heat Input Z of Heat Input

Watts Watts/mZ Total Watts Watts/m2
(Stu/hr) (Btu/hr ft 2) (Btu/hr) (Btu/hr f_.2)

HLI
Thickness 1,9 0,$5 28 1,OO O,2B

lO,2-cm (6,_) (0,17) (3.41) (0.089)
(4-in)

Supports 4.0 1.14 58 0.29 0.08
(13.7) (0.36) (0.99) (0.025)

Penetrations 0.9 0.26 13 0.70 0.19 i
(3.1) (0.08) (2.39) (0.060) I

, t

._ Thers_/yn_ic 4

_I Vent System 0.1 0.05 1 1.97" 0.55 w s
(Flovrate -

011kl/hr)
_ t (.25 lblhr) (0.3) (0.02) (6.72)v (0.174)*

• ,'Total 6.9 2.0 100 0.02 O.01
(23.5) (0.63) (0.07) (0.003)

• indicetea heat |lov fro,, tank to conductor.
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The thermal performance is pre_ented in Figure IV-18. The pressure in the
tank rises to approximately 114 KN/m2 (16.5 psia), even though both h_at
exchangers are enabled at 103 KN/m2 (15 psia). This ig p:'imarily due to the
assumption of a 28-hour ground hold pc;or to lift-off. Heat exchanger 2 is

set to operate for aoperiod of 24 hours to aid in cool-down of pcnetratJons
and svpports. After about 2 days into the mission, heat exchanger 2 is turned
off. At this point in time, 5.4 kg (12 lb) have been vented through heat
exchanger 2, and heat exchanger 1 continues to operate at an average flowrate
of 0.1' kg/hr (0.25 ]b/hr). _is mode of operation is enough to stop the rise
in pressure after about 6 days and actually causes the pressure to drop
slightly, where it remains essentially constant for the remainder of the
mission. Again referring to Table IV-19, the net heat leak into the fluid is
still slightly positive; the pressure drop due to expansion of the ullage upon
venting compensates for this and thus the tank pressure decreases, relatively
quick:_ at first, as the percenCage of ullage volume increases, then slower as
the ullage volume increases.

Because the usage requirement is for a flowrate of 0.14 Kg/hr (0.30 Ib/hr)
with a 25-petter" "on cycle", venting lo_;es to keep the pressure nearly
constant are 0.08 Kg/hr (.175 Ib/hr) average over the mission duration. This
is a total of 573 Kg (1260 lb) for thermal control.

Con fi_uration 3

Results for the 0.62 m3 (22.0 ft 3) oxygen storage tar:k are presented
in Figure IV-19 and Table IV-20. The optimum MLI thickness for this
configuration and a 180-day mission is small since all of the vented fluid is
utilized for gaseous supply at a constant flowrate. The baseline (CFME)
thickness of ].2-cm (I.25-in) was used for this simulation to supply the user
requirement of 0.15 kg/hr (0.34 lb/hr), some of which is liquid supply,
converted to vapor, and the remainder vapor supp'y from the TVS. (A more

optimum design approach would be to use fewer layers of HLI, increasing the
vent rate through the TVS to match the required outflow and maintain tank
pressure nearly constant.)

The tank pressur_ rises during the 28-hour ground hold but stabilizes
within + 7 KN/m2 (i psia) following launch. As the pressure rises beyow.d
138 KN/_ 2 (20 psi_), the TVS is enabled. At this point, both heat _xchanger
I and 2 are operative and the rate of gaseous plus liquid supply is slightly
greater than the u ler requirement. At a time of 20 days into the mission, the
pressure has stabilised around 138 KN/m2 (20 psia) and heat exchanger 2 is
turned off until the pressure rises by 0.7 KN/m2 (0.I psi). This mode of
operation runs heat exchanger 2 intenaittantly, but on the Iverage the
flowrate leaving the oxygen tank is 0.15 kg/hr (0.34 lb/hr). Using a
microprocessor to control the flow through _he liquid outflow valve and
_eliver the required flowrate results in a thermally efficient desil n that
optimizes the use of fluid flowing through the TVS. Operation of the TVS in
this manner also eliminates the need for helium preaaurant.
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Table IV-20 Steady State Heat Leak - 0.62 m3 (22 ft3)

_ygen Tank - Config. 3

Conductor TVS I.noperative TV____SSOperative
Heat Input % of Heat Input

Watts Watts/m 2 Total Watts Watts/m 2

(Btu/hr) (Btu/hr ft 2) (Btu/hr) (Btu/hr ft 2)

MLI ....
Thickness 2.5 0.71 32 2.2 0.62

3.2-cm

(I.25-in) (8.5) (0.23) 7.5) (0.20)

Sup port s 3.8 1.09 49 2.9 O. 82
- (13.0) (0.35) (9.9) (0.26)

"Penetrations 1.1 0.31 15 "0.9 0.26

(3.8) (0.10) (3.1) (0.08)

"Thermodynamic ""
Vent System 0.3 0.09 4 5.8* ] .66"
(Flowrate =

0.I0 kg/hr)
(0.22 lb/hr) (1.0) (0.03) (19.8)* (0.53)*

Total 7.7 2.2 100 0.2 0.04

(26.3) (0.70) (0.7) (0.01)

m

* indicates heat flow from tank to conductor.

Configuration 4

The 0.62 m3 (22.0 ft3) helium storage system is a unique case due to

the constraints that are imposed by the thermophysical properties. The

requirements for this system call for 74 kg (163 Ib) of liquid helium to be
supplied at a constant flowrate of 0.017 kg/hr (0.038 Iblhr) over a 180-day

!. period. A brief review of the configuration is helpful in understanding the
. performance. The tank is surrounded by 3.2-cm (1.25-in) of MLI, a VCS which

i is cooled with helium through two thermodynamic vent system heat exchangers,

" _. another 3.2-cm (1.25-in) MLI, end a second VCS. This second VCS is cooled
with hydrogen supplied from a separate tank. There is a third region of

" 3.2-cm (1.25-in) MLI between the hydrogen VCS and the outer vacuum jacket.
The support system iS configured to prevent a direct heat "short" from the
vacuum jacket to the helium tank.

Figure IV-20 and Table IV-21 present the results for this 180-day mission
simulation, the first 28 hours of which are ground hold with no liquid

outflow. At the onset of liquid outflow, the pressure begins to drop due to
expansion of the ullage. The pressure turns back up after 20 days as the
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Table IV-21 Steady State H_at Leak - 0.62 m3 (22 ft3)

Helium Tank - Cot,fig. 4
.j .........

Helium Helium

Conductor TVS In0peratiye TVS Operative
Heat Input % of Heat Input

Watts Watts/m2 Total Watts Watts/m22
(Btu/hr) (Btu/hr ft2) (Btu/hr) (Btu/hr ft )

-MLI 0.024 0.007 35 0.017 0."0048
Thickness (0.082) (0.0022) (0.058) (0.0015)

3.2-cm
, (1.25-in)

Supports 0.029 0._008 42 0.023.... 0.0065
(0.099) (0.0025) (0.078) (0.0021)

" Penetrations 0.012 0.004 17 0.006 0.0017

(0.041) (0.0013) (G._20) (0.0005)

_iermodynamic
Vent System 0.004 0.001 6 0.034* 0.0096*
(Flowrate ffi (0.014) (0.0003) (0.116)* (0.0030)*

0.0023 kg/hr)
(0.05 lb/hr)

Total 0.069 0.020 100 0,012 0.0034
(0.235) (0.C063) (0.041) (0.0011)

* indicates heat flow from tank to conductor.

initial conditions slowly develop into a steady-state profile; the steady-
state heat input is not ft, lly develope£ until after 60 days. For other
fluids, the thermal conductivity is high enough that a transient phenomenon
such as this is dissipated quickly with s_all perturbations in tank pressure.
However, the relatively low thermal conductivity of helium and low heat of
vaporization lead to long transition periods to establish steady state with
considerable fluctuations in pressure.

When the pressure in the tank reaches 103 KN/m2 (15 psia), the helium
" TVS is activated with both heat exchangers opezational. The total flowrate

through the helium TVS is 0.0023 kg/hr (0.005 IE/hr), enough to reduce the

heat input to 0.012 W (0.040 Btu/hr) and minimizt the pressure rise. A total
of 8.6 kg (19 lb) of helium iS vented through the helium TVS, leaving 65.3 kg
(144 Ib) available for liquid supply. Assuming that the storage system is at

steady state when the mission begins, it is ,:onservative to estimate that the
tank pressure reaches 103 KN/m2 (15 psia) after 2-3 days. Activating the
TVS at this time required that 12 kg (26 lb) of helium be vented, leaving 62.0
kg (137 Ib) for liquid supply.
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The heat leak through the hydrogen VCS into the helium VCS was 0.088 W
(0.30 Btu/hr). The hydrogen heat exchanger was modelled to remove a small
amount of heat from the hydrogen VCS, a large amount from the supports (by

designing the hydrogen to flow in an annulus around each support), and the
ramainder from just inside the vacuum jacket. This highly efficient design
requires a hydr6gen flowrate of 0.035 kg/hr (0.078 ib/hr), or a total of 152
kg (335 lb) of hydrogen for the 180-day mission.

Configurations 5 & 6

The 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) argon storage system was analyzed both with and
without a vacuum jacket. Because the insulation thickness for this long-term q

storage application is determined by the 7-year operating requirement, the

vacuum-jacketed (configuration 5) and non-vacuum-jacketed (configuration 6)
argon tanks have the same insulation thickness. The 4-hour ground hold raises

the tank pressure of the non-vacuum-jacketed tank by less than 1% over the

vacuum-jacketed tank, The results clearly point out the minimal gain in
performance obtained from adding a bulky vacuum jacket. Therefore, !

Configuration 5 was not modelled separately using CSAM.

The mission for Configuration 6 requires a loaded mass of 16,287 kg

(35,906 Ib) providing a flowrate of 2.54 kg/hr (5.61 ib/hr) during a 200-d_y

LEO-to-GEO transfer, followed by a flowrate of 0.14 kg/hr (0.30 Ib/hr) for 12

hours out of every 24-hour period (for stationkeeping). As previously

explained for the 0.62 m3 (22.0 ft 3) argon tank, a maximum limit of
10.2-cm (4.0-in) of MLI was considered in this s_ady, and was therefore used

for this system. The results of this mission simulation are presented in

Figure IV-21 and Table IV-22.

The pressure in the argon tank rises despite the liquid outflow

rate. 8eet exchanger 1 of the TVS is set to operate at or above 193 gN/m 2

(28 psia). It is necessary to vent 172 kg (380 Ib) of argon through the TVS
to halt the pressure rise at the end of LEO-to-GEO transfer. Optimizing the

heat exchanger performance to maintain a nearly constant tank pressure during

the GEO stationkeeping requires a TVS flowrate of 0.II kg/hr (0.25 Ib/hr).

However, the average flowrate required for the 7-year stationkeeping, is only

0.07 kg/hr (0.15 lb/hr), resulting in 0.05 kg/hr (0.10 lb/hr) vented
overboard. As a result, the tank is depleted after about 1630 days or 4-l/2
years.

It is evident from Table 1V-22 that a large amount of heat (53%) enters

the tank through the supports. Disconnecting some supports after transfer to
orbit would significantly extend the on-orbit stay time since the fluid vent
requirements would more nearly match the total heat input to the argon.
Improvement in support heat leak is discussed in more detail in Chapter
Vl-Technology Evaluation.
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Table IV-22 Steady State Heat Leaks - 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3)
Argon Tank - Config. 6

Conductor TVS Inoperat ive TVS Operative
Heat Input % of Heat Input

Watts Watts/m 2 Total Watts Watts/m 2

(Btu/hr) (Btu/hr ft 2) !(Btu/hr) (Btu/hr ft 2)

MLI 2.4 0.09 35 1.8 0.07

'_ Th i c_.ne s s (8.2) (0.029) (6.1) (0.022)
10.2-cm

(4-in)

Support s 3.6 0.14 53 2.9 0.I1
(12.3) (0.044) (9.9) (0.035)

_Pene trations 0.6 0.02 9 0.3 0.01

(2.0) (O.OO6) (1.0) (0.003)

Thermodynamic 0.2 0.01 3 4.9* -0.19"

Vent System (0.7) (0.003) (16.6)* (0.060)*
(Flowrate =

0.II kg/hr)
(.25 ib/hr)

Tota I 6.8 O.26 i00 0.14 0.001

(23.2) (0.082) (0.48) ( 0.003)

* indicates heat flow from tank to conductor.

Configuration 7

The 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) argon tank without a vacuum jacket and designed
for compatibility with the Spacelab pallet was not modelled using CSAM. The
only difference between this configuration and configuration 6 is the support
structure. As mentioned for Configuration 6, 53 percent of the heat leak is
through the support structure. It was felt that the support structure between

the tank assembly and the Spacelab pallet hardpoints would yield an increased
heat leak over that of Configuration 6. The increased heat flux would come
from reduced support length available between the tank and nardpoints.
Conceptual designs of this support structure were not generated. The larger
heat flux results in a greater vent rate and a shorter mission duration.

i
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Configuration 8

The 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) methane storage tank corresponds to a 445 N (I00
Ib) thrust, 9 burn mission scenario for a Large Spac- Systems application. A
total loaded liquid mass of 4783 kg (10,545 lb) is used to accomplish the 66.7
hour LEO-to-GEO transfer. A 40-hour, on-orblt storage period was assumed
prior to the transfer. The results for this mission are presented in Figure
IV-22, Both the tank pressure history and the mass of methane in the tank are
presented as a function of mission time. The storage tank configuration for
this simulation was a vacuum-jacketed storage tank assemblyz and non-vented
operation was evaluated. A tank pressure level of 124 KN/m2 (18 psia) was
seleted for the burns. A 28-hour ground hold period was assumed prior to
launch, with liquid initially loaded at 101KN/m 2 (14.7 psia) saturation.

t For this simulation, the helium pressurization was terminated just prior to
the end of each burn, resulting in a drop in tank pressure as liquid outflow
continued. For each burn, however, the partial pressure of methane remained
above the saturation pressure to preclude vaporization within the _cquisition

• device and outflow line of the tank. It should be noted that an NPSH less
than 7 KN/m2 (1 pals) is available after the third burn with this
operational technique at this pressure level. As indicated in the figure, a
margin of appro^imately 205 kg (450 Ib) of liquid remains after the conclusion
of the last circularization burn.

Control of tank pressure by allowing the pressure to blowdovn near the end
of each burn may be a difficult operational technique to follow. Because of
the relatively high thermal heat input into the storage vessel due to
structural supports and plumbing penetrations, the tank pressure rise rate is
fairly rapid. An alternate approach to blowdown pressure control is to
pressurize with helium at a preset delta pressure above the saturation level
prior to each burn. This type of operation is illustrated in Figure IV-23.
The delta pressure level for each burn is 21KN/m 2 (3 psia). The
configuration and ground hold duration is the same es that previously used in
the Figure IV-22 simulation. For this case, however, the TVS is activated for
pressure control prior to launch and during each coast period. The vent rate
is 0.2 kg/hr (0.5 Ib/hr) when the vent is activated, and the pressure is
maintained at the same level used for the preceding burn. A total of 5.5 ks
(12 Ib) is vented prior to the first transfer burn to maintain pressure below
15 psia. A total of 15 kg (33 Ib) is vented during transfer. Liquid margin
is therefore 21 kg (45 lb) less at depletion as compared to the previous
non-vented case. A NPSH of 21KN/m 2 (3 psia) is provided during each burn;
however, the tank pressure has risen to 290 KNIm2 (42 psia). Variations of

, these two approaches to thermal conditioning and expulsion ca_ be defined and
further optimisations performed. In any case, the 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) tank
conceptually defined and analysed in this study canweet the mission

! . requirewnts defined for this application. The thermal suwmary for this case
is presented in Table 1V-23.

Configuration 9

The 12.5 _ (440 ft 3) methane tank vithout a vacuum jacket was not
modelled using CSN4. The optimum )ILl thickness is almost identical to that
for the vacuumr-jacketad case, assuming a minimum ground hold time is possible
(i.e. topping just prior to lift-off). Since 89% of the heat i_put in the
previous case is through the MLI and only 7% through the supports, the orbital
thermal performance for the non-vacuurjacketed case viii closely follow that
of Configuration 8.
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Table !V-23 Steady State Heat Leak - 12.5 m3 (440 ft3)

Methane Tank - Config. 8
f

Conduc tot TVS Ino_)erative

Heat Input % of
Watts J (Warts/m--_) Total

I (Btu/hr) { (Btu/hr ft2)
I'MLI 58 2.2 " 89

iThickness (198) (0.70)
{ 1.2-ca

(0.47-in) i

Support s 5 O.2 7
(17) (0.06)

Penetrations I 0.I 2

{ (3) (0.03)

-Themodynamic I 0 .'I 2

Vent System (3) (0.03)
(Flowrate =

0.0 kg/hr)
(0.0 lb/hr)

Total 65 2.5 10'0
(222) (0.79)

Configuration 10

The 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) vacuum-jacketed oxygen tank is specified for a
3-hour orbital resupply function at the end of a 5-day mission. An optimum
MLI thickness of 2.0-cm (0.80-in) was determined. The results are presented
in Figure 1V-24 and Table IV-2t.

The tank pressure rlsea slowly throughout the 28-hour ground hold and the
89-hour on-orbit coast. Heat exchanger I of the TVS is met at 138 KN/u 2 (20
psia) and is not activated since the preesure only rises to 111KN/m 2 (16.1
psi_) at the end of self-pressurization. The tank pressure is increased to
124 KN/m2 (18 psia) just prior to outflow and maintained during outflow.
(The average pressure rise rate i. 0.083 KN/m2 (0.012 psi/hr); there is no
oxygen vent loss.) For this system, a total of 4.1 kg (9.0 lb) of helium

' pressurant i8 required to accomplish the liquid outflow. A total of 86% of!
-{ the heat input is through the 141.1.However, the total steady state heat leak I! is only 33 W (113 gtu/hr) and therefore does not pose any significant storage

problems over the 5-d_y mission.
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Table IV--24 Steady State Heat Leak - 12.5 m3 (440 tt3)

Oxygen Tank (Vacuum-Jacketed) - Config. l0

Conductor TVS inoperative
Heat Input % of

Watts Watts/m 2 Total

(Btu/hr) (Btu/hr ft2)

MLI

Thickness 28.3 I.I 86
2. O-cm

(0.80-in) (96.5) (0.35)

Supports 4.2 0.2 13
(14.3) (0.06)

Pane trat ions 0.3 0.1 < 1
(l.o) (o.03)

Thermodynamic 0.2 0.1 < 1
Vent System (0.7) (0.03)
(rlowrate "
0.0 kg/hr)
(0.0 lb/hr)

Tot a 1 3 3 1.3 lO0

(l I2.5) (0.41) J

Configura_ ion 11

The 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) oxygen tank without a vacuum jacket was
evaluated for both a 28-hour ground hold and a 4-hour ground hold. The

28-hour ground hold case would require an optimum insulation thickness greater
than practical or would result in unacceptable venting losses. The 4-hour
case was analyzed, resulting in &n optimum insulation thickness .,_ 6.l-cm
(2.4-in). The results are pre_ented in Figure IV-25 and Table IV-25.

The tank pressure rise rate during the four-hour ground hold is 5.0
gN/m 2 (0.73 psi/hr). During on-orbit coast the heat leak i_ quit,, small,
resulting in a pressure rise rate of J.032 KS/m2 (0.0047 psi/hr). =_cause
this heating rate is snail, there is no need to vent the oxygen tank for this
miLslon. The on-orbit pressure rise rate for configuration 11 is less than
for configuration 10 because the greater thickness of MLI (added to improv-
ground performance of the non-vacuum jacketed tank) results in a lower he'.
heat flux to the liquid oxygen.

The tank is presluri=ed with helium to 138 gN/m 2 (20 psia) just prior to
outflow and maintained until depletion of liquid oxygen. The weight advantage
of the non-vacuurjacketed approach is clearly obvious. A 6061-T6 aluminum
vacuum =acket weight of about 450 kg (1000 lb) is much greater than the weight

#-_ o.a approximately bl ks (135 lb) of addstional HLI plus 136 Wg (300 lb) for the

purge bag and cloeeout fairings.
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Table IV-25 Steady State Heat Leak - 12.5 m3 (440 ft3)

Oxygen Tank (No Vacuum Jacket) - Config. II

!

Condu¢ tot T'_S Inoperat ire I
....... Heat Input J % of

Watts Watts/m 2 Total

(Btu/hr) (Btu/hr ft2)

MLI 9.3 ' 0.36 .... 72

Thickness (31.7 ) (0.114)

6.l-era
(2.4-In)

Supports 3.1 0.12 23
(i0.6) (0.038)

Penetrations 0.4 0.01 3

(1.4) (0.003)

ThermodyL_amic 0.2 0.01 2

Vent System (0.7) (0.003)

(Flowrate =

0.0 !g/hr)

(0.0 Ib/hr)

Total 13 0.49 I00

(44.4) (0.158)

Configuration 12

The 37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) cylindrical hydrogen storage tank is modelled

with a TVS to cool the penetrations under the SOFI insulation to intercept the
heat leak. A 5-day mission is simulated, the final 3 hours of which are used

to outflow for resupply. To show the sensitivity to ground heat leak, a

4-hour ground hold case, and a case where topping of the tank occurs

immediately prior to liftoff, were evaluated.

The results for the 37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) cylindrical hydrogen tank with

a 4-hour ground hold and with no ground hold appear in Figures IV-26 and

IV-27, respectively. Table IV-26 gives the steady-state heat inputs for the

no-ground-hold case. The optimum MLI thickness for the cylindrical tank with

4 hours of ground hold is 5.0-cm (1.95-in). The tank pressure rises from 103

KN/m 2 to 228 KN/m 2 (15 to 33 psia) during the 4 hours of nitrogen-purge

prior to liftoff, despite the fact that 186 kg (410 ib) of hydrogen is vented

i

K
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at a rate of 46.6 kg/hr (103 lb/hr). During the 113-hour on-orbit coast the
, pressure only rises another 15 KN/m 2 (2.2 psi), which is a pressure rise

rate of 0.13 KN/m2 (0.019 psi/hr). A TV$ flowrate of 0.42 kg/hr (0.93
Ib/hr) is utilized, resulting in 48 kg (105 Ib) of hydrogen vented while
on-orbit. A total of 2211 kg (4875 Ib) of liquid hydrogen is available for
transfer. A total of 26 kg (58 Ib) of helium is required to accomplish the
outflow while maintaining a tank pressure of 262 KN/m2 (38 psia).

The optimum HLI thickness for the cylindrical tank with no ground hold is
1.5-cm (0.57-in). In Figure IV-27, the on-orbit tank pressure rise rate is
0.70 KN/m2 (0.10 psi/hr) with only 59 kg (130 lb) of hydrogen vented through
the TVS at a rate of 0.51 kg/hr (1.11 lb/hr). Since the pressure is lower in

• this case than in the 4-hour ground hold condition, only 22 kg (49 lb) of
helium pressurant is required for outflow to maintain a pressure of 203
KN/m2 (29.5 psia). Also, 2386 kg (3260 lb) of hydrogen is available for
transfer, an increase of 175 kg (385 lb) over the previous case.

Table IV-26 Steady-State Heat Leak - 37.4 m3 (1320 ft 3)
Cylindrical Hydrogen Tank - Conflg. 12

Conductor TV._SInoperative TVS Operative

Heat Input 1 of Heat IniputWatts Wat ts/m 2 Total
(Btu/hr) (Btu/hr ft 2) Watts Watts/m2

(Btu/hr) (Btu/hr ft')

ML I I08 2.0 64 106 2.0

Thickness (369) (0.63) (31_2) (0.63)
1.5-cm

(0.57-in)

Supports 61 1 • 2 36 59 1".1
(208) (0.38) (201) (0.35)

Penetrat ions 1 0.1 < 1 1 0.1"

(3) (0.03) (3) (0.03)

• Thermodynamic 1 " 0.I < 1 " 45* 0.9*
: Vent System (3) (0.03) (154)* (0.29)*

• (Flowrate ={
0.45 kg/hr)

(I.0 Ibm/hr)
O

Total 171 3.4 100 121 [ 2.3

(583) (1.04) (412) I (0.72)

• indicates heat flow from tank to conductor.
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Configuration 13

The results for the 37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) spherical hydrogen tank with

topping inm,ediately prior to liftoff are presented in Table IV-27 and Figure

IV-28. The optimum MLI thickness for this configuration is 1.75-cm (0.69-in),
compared to 1.5-cm (0.57-in) of MLI for the comparable cylindrical tank case

(configuration 12). The reason more MLI was utilized for this configuration

was because it has a smaller surface are_, resulting in less weight of MLI per

: layer. (The relative weighting of MLI ,,eight and vented hydrogen weight was
: identical to that of the cylindrical tank; i.e. each pound of MLI weight

considered equivalent to two pounds of vented hydrogen weight.)

The tank pressure rises Lo 183 KN/m2 (26.5 psia) in the 117 hours prior

to lift-off. This torte,ponds to a pressure rise rate of 0.67 KN/m2 (0.096
psi/hr), which is slightly less than the cylindrical tank with a slightly

thinner insulation blanket. The quantity of hydrogen vented through the TVS

at a rate of 0.15 kg/hr (0.33 Ib/hr) results in a total of 18 kg (39 Ib)

vented, which is also less than the 59 kg (130 Ib) velted for the cylinrical
case.

As with the cylindrical tank, the pressure is increased to 203 KN/m2
(29.5 psia) with helium just prior to outflow and is maintained until the tank

is depleted. A total of 20 kg (44 Ib) of helium pressurant is required to
accomplish outflow.

Table IV-27 Steady-State Heat Leak - 37.4 m3 (1320 ft3)
Spherical Hydrogen Tank - Config. 13

Conductor TVS Inoperative TVS Operative

Heat Input % of Heat Input
Watts Watts/m 2 Total Watts I Watts/m 2

(Btu/hr) (Btu/hr ft2) (Btu/hr) i(Btu/hr ft2)
MLI 79 1.4 94 76 1.4

Thickness (270) (0.44) (259) (0.44)
1.8-era

(0.69-in)

Supports 4 0.1 5 4 O.1
(14) (0.03) (14) (0.03)

Penetrations 1 0.1 _ 1 l 0.1 '"
(3) (0.03) (3) (0.03)

Thermodynamic 1 0.1 < 1 17" 0.3*
Vent System (3) (0.03) (58)* (0.10)
(Flowrate =

: 0.15 kg/hr)
(.33 lb/hr)

;_ _ Total ] 85 1.7 100 64 1.3

[ (290) (0.53) (218) (0.40)

* indicates heat flow from tank to conductor.
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A comparison of Table IV-27 with the previous table for the cylindrical

tank reveals that the total heat leak with the TVS inoperative is 84 W (287
Btu/hr) for the spherical tank and 170 W (580 Btu/hr) for the cylindrical

tank. The largest difference between these tanks is not the MLI heat input,

but rather the support heat input. This is understandable when the supports

of the two configurations are compared, as will be discussed in Section C and

Chapter V. The cylindrical tank has supports of a much greater cross-sec-

tional area, and the average length of the supports ts about one-third the
length of those for the spherical tank. Both of these factors greatly
increase the support heat leak.

C. Preliminary Structural Analysis

The structural analysis was primarily concerned with assuring that the
structural integrity of each storage and supply system was maintained during

transport to low-earth-orbit within the Shuttle payload bay. The specific

elements evaluated for each system were the acquisition device, pressure
vessel, vacuum jacket, and supports.

I. Liquid Acquisition Device Structural Evaluation

For the 0.62 m3 (22 ft3) tanks, the LAD designed for the CFME was
adequate to meet all performance requirements. The concept of the LAD

structure is a polar mounted design , attached to the inner pressure vessel at
two locations. One end is welded to the tank at the attachment of the outlet

tube, a_d the other end is restrained only in the lateral direction. The
primary elements of the LAD are the two complete fluid carrying ring

structures in mutually perpendicular planes to each other. They join at the

two main support points to the pressure vessel in a manifold structure.
Special proprietary provisions are included in the design to handle the rather

severe dynamic loads occurring during launch. Primary structural material is

annealed 321 stainless steel. Structural joints are accomplished using fusion
welding, and resistance spot and seam welding.

The random vibration environment produces inertial responses of the
structural mass plus effective fluid mass. Since structural design is an

iterative process, a value of 50 g's limit was used for the preliminary

sizing. The effective fluid loading was taken as twice the mass on the
circular cross-sectional area, with a diameter equal to the maximum width of
the structure in the direction of loading.
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The four major loading conditions considered were:

: I) Torsion
2) Lateral

3) Longitudinal
4) Lgging

The configuration and support of the LAD for the larger tanks vary from
concepts used on the 0.62 m3 (22 ft 3) tanks. The initial concept here is
to bolt the channels to the tank wall. The channels are bolted every 66-cm
(26-in) to meet an estimated maximum deflectlov requirement of 0,25-cm
(0.10-in). Slotted holes are provided in the support flanges (Figure IV-29)
to allow for differential expansion and contraction under cryogenic
conditions. This prevents the introduction of additional stresses into the
basic channel structure.

For these larger tank sizes,the primary elements of the LAD are still the
two complete fluid carrying ring structures in mutually perpendicular planes.

Structural material and joints are similar to 0.62 m3 (22 ft 3) tanks. The I_
random vibration environment is less severe on the larger tanks due to the
larger size and mass. The level used in preliminary sizing was 6.5 g's.

2. Pressure Vessel Sizing

The 0.62 m3 (22 ft 3) tank was sized to an ultimate pressure of 3.75
times the maximum operating pressure of 414 KN/m2 (60 psia) or 1551KN/m 2
(225 psia). A factor of 2.5 was applied to the maximum operating pressure to
obtain the limit pressure load. A factor of 1.5 was then applied to limit to

obtain the ultimate pressure load. This high ultimate factor was used due to
the experimental nature of the CFRE, and the fact that the storage tank

contains liquid hydrosen in the Shuttle cargo bay. The pressure vessel is
6061-T6 aluminum, with s wall thickness of 0.15-cm (0.OS7-1n). A detailed
BOSOR 4 (Buckling of shells of Revolution - Ref 41) model was run to determine

local thickening due to bendin 8 at the supports and to inertiel 0 loads.

The maximum operatin s pressure for sizing the larger pressure vessels was
414 KN/m2 (60 psia). A design factor of 1.5 was applied to obtain the
ultimate pressure. This criteria was used to determine shell thicknesses,
which are listed in Table IV-28. Aluminum alloys used for comparison were

• 2014-T6, 2219-T62, and 6061-T6. The thicknesses for the hemispheres that
serve as end ceps for the 37._ _3 cylindrical pressure vessel are identical
to those of the 12.5 m3 tanks since the _iemeters are the sims. A muffi-

?

cient taper in the hemispheres o5 the cyllndrical tank is needed to match the

i • addltional thickness required by the cylinder.
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Table IV-28 Pressure Vessel Shell Thicknesses

Tank Size Wall Thickness

_. cm (in)
6061-T6 2219-T62 2014-T6

,,

0.62 m3 (22 ft3) 0.14 (0.057) 0.10 (0.041) 0.08 (0.033)

12.5 m3 (440 ft3) 0.17 (0.067) 0.12 (0.048) 0.I0 (0.039)

D

37.4 m3 (1320 ft 3)

cylindrical _dome 0.17 (0.067) 0.12 (0.048) 0.10 (0.039)
configuration _barrel 0.34 (0.134) 0.24 (0.096) 0.20 (0.078)

spherical 0.25 (0.097) 0.18 (0.069) 0.14 (0.056)

configuration

I

A simplified BOSOR 4 model was run for the 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) pressure

vessel to verify shell thicknesses. The 37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) spherical tank Ii
is ver_" similar, so this BOSOR run was used to verify both tanks. Due to the !
complexity of the support structure on the 37.4 m3 (1320 ft 3) cylindrical
tank, a BOSOR model was not generated for this configuration. A complex BOSOR

4 model (or alternate) is needed for all the larger tanks to determine tthicknesses for areas with discontinuity stresses, weld areas with low
allowables, and local thickening vhere supports are attached.

Comparison of the different aluminum alloys shows the advantage of using a I

2014-T6 or a 2219-T62 alloy. Neither of these alloys is as easy to weld as I
6061 but Martin Marietta has developed techniques for welding both alloys. 1

Alloy 2014-T6 is used in construction of large propellant tanks on the Titan 1

program and 2219-T62 is being used on the Shuttle External Tank. I:f
3. Vacuum Jacket Sizing I'

I
A finite element model (NASTRAN) of the CFHE cacuum jacket structure,

• including girth ring and external supporting tube, yam generated. The model
consisted of about 500 node points which described the geometric

configurations of the two hemispherical pieces with connecting girth ring and

. supporting tube. A total oi 450 plate elements were used for the vacuum
jacket and girth ring while about 60 plate elements were used to model the
supporting tubes. All plate elements in the model were capable of carrying
in-plane forces as yell as out-of-plane moments.

A factor of 1.5 was used on a collapse pressure of I01 KN/m2 (14.7 psi)
for ultlmete collapse pressure. A shell wall thickness of 0.28 cm (0.II in)

on the jacket was selected assuming spun hemispherical domes, with local
_. thicknesses added for support pickups and line penetrations. This provided a

design margin of +0.63.

!_ 75 :
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Vacuum jackets for the larger tanks were sized by hand analysis using the
knock down factors in the Astronautic Structures Hanual (Ref 42). Table IV-29

lists vacuum jacket shell thicknesses for each tank size and the three
aluminum alloys, 6061-T6, 2219-T62 and 2014-T6. tlere ultimate collapse
pzess,Jre was taken to be 1.25 times a collapse pressure of 101 KN/m2 (14.7
psi).

One way to reduce vacuum jacket weight for these target tank size_ is tc
go to some type of honeycomb structure, such as ,_, tsogrid pattern. Potential
weight savings of thi_ method would be about 20 percent, although this does
not represent a significant enough improveraent to make the vacuum-jacketed

appreach the preferred design.

Table IV-29 Vacuum Jacket Shell Thicknesses

Tank Size Wall Thickness
cm (in)

6061-T6 2219-T62 2014-T6

0.62 m3 (22 ft 3) 0.28 (0.11) 0.25 (0.10) 0._5 (0.10)

i

12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) 0.64 (0.25) 0.61 (0.24) 0.61 (0.24)

37.4 m3 (1320 ft 3)

cylindrical Sdome 0.64 (0.25) 0.60 (0.24) 0.60 (0.24)
configuration _barrel 1.18 (0.47) 1.16 (0.46) 1.16 (0.46)

spherical 0.94 (0.37) 0.91 (0.36) 0.91 (0.36)

configuration

4. Structural Suppports for Larger Tanks

The material selected for the struts that attach the tank assembly to the
Orbiter supports was S-glass epoxy. This material was selected due to its low
thermal conductivity and low coefficient of expansion. The critical loading
condition on the struts was during liftoff when the tank is subjected to -4_5,
+6.5 g in the X direction, +2.5 in the Y direction and +6.0 g in the Z
direction. These are limit-load ratters and can be appTied singl) or in
combination. The struts are pin ended and are critical in compression. The

thermal effects d_e to the contentq of the tanks (e.g. liquid hydrogen) were
also taken into account in analyzing the struts. Allowables for the S-glass

epoxy were generated using the SQ5 computer program.

All tanks (except fo_ the one mounted on ti_e Spacelab pallet) were |
attached to five hardpoints in the Shuttle cargo bay, four on the side I
longerons and one (keel fitting) in the center floor of the cargo bay. All
four longeron hardpointe are capable of reacting vertical loads (Z), two can

_ reset fore & aft loads (X) and the keel fitting hardpoint can react side loads

(Y). Reactions st these five hardpoints did not exceed the load capability of
the hardpoints. The specific sizes of each of the S-glass ittuts and _tuminum

" channel members are identified on the design sketches in Chapter V.

_ ,,', -. _ . i_ 1
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V. ORBITAL STORAGE AND SUPPLY SYSTEH CONCEPTUAL DESIGN (TASK I UPDATE)

Followi,_g the Task II fluid dynamic, thermal and structural analysis, the
preliminary conceptual designs were updated :o reflect specific lengths,
diameters and thicknesses of the various elements that make up the tank
assemblies. We'oht estimates were then generated for each of the 13
configurations.

"A. Conceptual Design U_pdate

A sketch of the 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) vacuum-jacketed tank is shown in
" Figure V-I. S-:lass epoxy support struts were used to support the storage

tank inside the vacuum jacket. The relatively severe environment during
launch, and the need to take out torsion dictated the specific arrangement of

• the struts. It was also desirable to get as much length as possible for
thermal considerations. The 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) non-vacuum-jacketed tank
support concept is presented in Figure V-2. This taTlk is attached to _n
aluminum framework by eight S-glass epoxy struts. The aluminum flame
distributes the loads to four hdrdpoints on the payload bay side longerons.
The tank is attached directly to the Shuttle floor to take out side loads.

The 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) non-vacuum-jacketed tank mounted on a St acelab
pallet is shown in Figure V-3. Attachment to the pallet is by :en struts.
With this configuration, the pallet redistributes the loads to the payload bay
hardpoints. The struts for this case are relatively long, and therefore large
in diameter and tl_ickness to support the loaded argon tank assembly.

The 37.4 m3 (1320 ft 3) cylindrical hydrogen tank, shown in Figure V-4,
is suppor_.ed in a rigid framework consisting of three aluminum rings connected
to each other by struts. Loads _re transmitted to the rings through the
S-glass epoxy struts, and the rings connect to the cargo bay hardpoints• The
rings are statically indeterminate, so s finite element model was generated of
the rings and strut_. Shears, bending moments and axial loads were used to
size the rings.

The 37.4 ur3 _1320 ft 3) spherical hydrogen tank mounting approach is
shown in Figure V-5. Because there is very little clearance in the cargo bay
for this size spherical tank (even without a vacuum jacket), the support
members are relatively short-coupled. Twenty-four struts connect the tank to

• two aluminum rings which form a rigid support structure by means of braces and
attaching beams• The rings pick up 5 cargo bay _ttach points, four longeron
hardpoints at_d s keel hardpoint• These rings w_.re also analy_.ed using a

• finite element model.

B. Weight Estimates

Calculated weights for each of the cryogenic storage and supply syste.ms !
are presented in Table V-I. The weights of the stora£e tank, acquisition

device and vacuum jacket have been increased by I0 percent to account for
local thickening, fittings, etc. The storage tank and vacuum jacket were
assumed to be 6061-T6 aluminum, and the acquisition device stainless steel•

The weights of the composite support trunnions and struts contain a 15 percent
allowance for local thickening, end fittings and couplings.• k
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The weights for the 0.62 m3 (22 ft3) oxygen and methane tanks are
close to that of the baseline CFME and reflect the minimum modifications

' required to handle the added fluid mass and the increased outlet line size.

The 0.b2 m 3 (22 ft3) argon tank is heavier due to the thicker MLI blanket

required and the larger vacuum jacket needed to accommodate the thi,:ker MLI.

: The liquid helium tank assembly is substantially heavier than the CFME

baseline due to the added hydrogen-cooled VCS and additional MLI.

_ A comparison of the 12.5 m3 (440 ft 3) vacuum-jacketed tanks and the

_ nitrogen-purged MLI (non-vacuum-jacketed) tanks shows at least a 455 kg (I000

_ Ib) improvement for all cases, even with an estimated weight of 80 kg (176 Ib)

for a nitrogen-purge system, including purge bag, closeout fairings, and the

purge gas distribution network. This purge system weight may be reduced if a

bag arrangement caw be developed to k_ep the insulation dry until the tank is

enclosed in the payload bay, the doors are closed, a,ld the cargo bay nitrogen

purge system is activated.

The 37.4 m 3 (1320 ft3) spherical hydrogen tunk is approximately 159 kg

(350 Ib) lighter than the cylindrical tank, and both are significantly lighter

than a vacuum-jacketed tank construction. A vacuum jacket is not possible for

the spherical tank due to the maximum dynamic envelope available in the cargo

bay. The spherical storage vessel _ize is 4.14 m (13.6 ft) and the Shuttle

limitation is 4.57 m (15 ft), which is insufficient space for a vacuum jacket

and structural supports. A vacuL_m jacket for the cylindrical tank would

weight 1830 kg (4035 Ib), which is more than a factor of 2 greater than the

current concept design. If 2014-T6 were used for the storage tank instead of

6061-T6, a weight reduction of 106 k£ (233 Ib) is possible for the cylindrical

tank, and 167 kg (368 Ib) for the spherical tank.
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VI. TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION (TASK III)

The technology status for each cryogenic storage and supply system was
evaluated and the results are presented in Table VI-I. A summary of both
technology status and adequacy, and deficiencies, are listed in the Table.

Additional descriptions of technology status in some of these areas are
presented below and recommendations for analytical and experimental efforts
itemized in Section B.

A. Technology Status

• i. Liquid Acquisition Device (LAD)

Areas of technology deficiency for the LAD include all analytical and

. experimental aspects of performance with liquid helium, and adequate design

information for evaluating and designing thermal isolation of the fine-mesh
screen covered channels for all the fluids in the 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) and
37.4 m3 (1320 ft3) tanks.

In 1972 and 1973, a ground test program was conducted to verify several

LAD design techniques for use with cryogenic fluids. Several bench models

were teated in plus and minus l-g, using LN2, LO2 and LH2. A 63.5-cm
(25-in) diameter LAD was successfully ground tested with LH2. Gas-free

liquid hydrogen expulsion was demonstrated under minus l-g with both GH2 and
GHe pressurization (Ref 26).

Very little technology exists for application of a LAD to liquid helium.

A study of passive low-gravity storage of liquid helium looked at

applications, physical properties of helium I and II and some capillary system

design ideas. Applications identified were cooling of I. R. telescopes,
super-conducting magnets, a maser receiver for long distance cormunications,
magnetometers, accelerometers and gravity wave detectors. System design ideas

in this study centered around a dual screen liner with porous plugs in place

of screen (Ref 43). Considerably more experimental data are needed to permit
design extrapolation of current technology to liquid helium.

2. Viscojets*

Viscojets are used to produce a pressure drop, and a resulting temperature

drop, in the upstream portion of the TVS tubing. The characterization of

Viscojet performance from a pree|ure drop (and flowrate) standpoint is not

i completely understood for cryogenic fluids. Martin Marietta has conducted

. Internal Research and Development (IRAD) wozk with liquids nitrogen, hydrogen

and argon, but this work needs to be extended to the other croyogens,

particulary liquid helium.

*l)evices manufactured by- the Lee Company
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!
Data from our IRAD program was used to select the appropriate Viscojets

for the CFME (Ref 44). The objective of the test program was to establish the
relationship between the two-phase cryogenic flow rate through the Viscojet
and pertinent flow parameters, including pressure drop, outlet pressure, inlet
and outlet temperature and fluid properties. Three Viscojets were tested with

nitrogen and two of the Viscojetz were also tested with Argon. A total c 151
valid data points were obtained, as follows:

Number of Number of

Viscojet Size LN2 Tests LAr Tests

313,000 Lohm* 24
465,000 Lohm 47 41
700,000 Lohm 14 25

(* Manufacturer designation for flow resistance in the Viscojet. One Lohm
represents a flow of 100 gallons per minute of water at a pressure drop
of 172 KN/m2 (25 psla) and a temperature of 300OK (c40OR).
Flowrate through the Viscojet is inversely proportional to the Lohm
rating. )

The inlet pressure range varied between 138 and 414 gN/m 2 (20 and b0 psia)
and the range of pressure differential across the Viscojets varied from 48 to

331 KN/m2 (7 to 48 p_id).

These tests were conducted using a test setup designed _o minimize effec_
of heat leak and with provision to assure that I00 percent liquid was present
at the Viscojet inlet. The liquid reservoir, Viscojet and connecting Viplng
were mounted within a vacuum jacker., and the Viscojet test conditions were
s/milar to the CFHE application. Data reco:aed included temperature in the
reservoir and at the Viscojet inlet and outlet, inlet pressure and pressure
drop across the Viscojet, and flow rate. Tne test data were correlated and
the flow rate was found to be dependent on the pressure drop, inlet and outlet
properties of the fluid, and the Reynolds nmnber based on the minimum passage
dimension with the Viscoje_. The expression found to best correlate the data
is similar to that obtained in an earlier test program, as documented in Ref. 2.

Flow rate is specified as follc_s:
t

L
t

i -
• .

;_ where m la flow rate, (Ib/hr)

, L_P is pressure drop across the Viscojet (Ibf/in 2) ,
i

p is average of inlet and outlet fluid densities (lbm/ft j) :

L is Viacojet Lohn rating _
!

i
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!

i

F(Re) is a function of Reynolds Number bas_,d on vo!umetric average of inlet
and outlet conditions and minimum paqsage dimensio:_s; F(Re) -- 45.23_'_ for
he_t data correlation. A plot of the test data showing the Reynolds number _
correlations for liquid nitrogen is presented in Figure VI-1. Based upon this !

data and adjusting the correlation for liquid hyd,-ogen, Viscojets with a Lohm _
t

rating of 950,000 were selected for the CF_IE design. I
i

3. Insulation

Long duration mis:_ions require relatively largo biLl thicknesses. However,
the MLI performance diminishps in an exponential manner as thickness
increases, for a given layer denqity. From the data of .qtoch] (Ref 34), it
appears that technology exists for predicting ,_ILI performance for blanket
thickness up to 7.8-cm (3.1-in). Problems of layer density control and
outgassing at thicknesses greater than this are unresolved. (kltgassing time
for MLI increases with increasing thickness. It is unknown at present how
much additional outgassing time will be required for thicket blankets. This
is particularly pertinent to the nitrogen-purged _rLI blankets for the argon
tanks. Current technology also appears to be inadequate for controlting MLI
sag and c¢_pression during fabrication, and in the dynamic launch cnvironment,
without decreasin;; the MLI performance. The use of a VCS to support the
insulation, including several shields fol the thicker insulation blankets, is
one approach to structural integrity, which also offers thermal performance
advantages when coupled with a TVS.

Keller (Ref 33) discusses and presents results from an experiments?
program to measure tank install_-d layer density and heat flux for double
goldized Mylar silk net insulation. An x-ray technique to measure layer
density without physically disturbing the HLI, and a needle-probe technique
were both used to determine sqv. layer density. Although the needle-probe
technique disturbs the HLI layer devsity locally, the result_ obtained u3ing
Chis technique show good agreement with the x-ray layer density measurements.
A technique such as this would certainly be pact of any fabrication and
inspection program to verify the as-do.signed and as-assembled 8LI thermal
performance capability.

Current technology for spray-on-foam-insulation requires that a minimum
layer of 1.3-cm (0.5-in) be it, stalled ro guarantee published design
conductivity values. Elimination of ti_e helium ta,rge requirement f-r
non-vacuum-jacketed tanks can bp, accomplished with 0.36-cm (O.14-in).
Additional weight reductions are possible if improvements can be made in
techniques of application. For mach.;,ne applied foam, the mlnimum tolerance is
currently -cm( in).For hand applied foam the minimum tolerance is

cm( n)._inimum SOFI application thickness is controlled by the
properties of the foam itself. Development of an alternate spray-on
insulation could allow appiication of thinner layers. Application tolerance

could be reduced through development of improved spraying technology, i

V1-8
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4. Composite Supports

: The co,,,|,o_ite matrices defined in this study for the trunnions and support
members are identical to those being used for the CFME. A CFME test plan has

l_een prepared, r,.commending that mechanical property data be gathered for the
multilayer lamina material to be used in the fabrication of the trunnion and :
for the laminate materials which approximate the layup configuration of the
completed trunnion. If the recommended CFME tests are accomplished and the
results agree with design allowables, no further composite testing would be
necessary. 1lie composite supports should be tested in fatigue since many
applications will take advantage of the reflight capability of the Shuttle.
Unfortunately there exists little data predicting crossply composite fatigue
performance, especially under cryogenic conditions. When crossplied, the
[ailure modes of composites become a complex function of the anisotropy of the
particular layup, as well as of the constituent properties, composite quality,
and other variables.

Another technology area involves the adhesive bonding of aluminum or
titanium male fittings to the tubular composite members. In the past Crest
7343 was considered the best adhesive for these cryogenic applications. The
use of 7343 has since been discontinued because the catalyst is on the list of
carcinogenic materials issued by the government. Adhesive 810AB is a rela-
tively new alternative to 7343. This resin system is recoaanended because of
its reported excellent lap shear properties over a wide range of temperatures,
with maxh,u,, strength at cryogenic temperatures (Table Vl-2). Because of the
lack of experience with this adhesive, and the lack of published mechanical
properties data for S- and E-glass-to-aluminum, utilizing 8IOAB adhesive, it
is reconanended that lap shear tests be performed in tension and compression.
In order to simulate the service temperature expected of the adhesive, these
tests should be pertormed at 367oK (660OR), 294OK (530OR), 78oK (140OR)

and 2OOg (36OR). The support members, fabricated with end fittings,
should be tested to failure in tension and compression at room temperature.

Table VI-2

Mechanical Properties Crest 810 AB Adhesive
(from Crest Products Bulletin)

Tensile Shear (Aluminum-to-Aluminum)

Cure Cycle Test Temperature Shear Strength
at 297OK (537OR) kPa Psi '

24 hours 297OK (535OR) 3930 570

24 hours 193OK (348OR) 32269 4680 !
48 hours 297OK (535OR) 7929 1150 t
72 hours 297OK (535OR) 10618 1540 ti
72 hours 193OK (348OR) 34475 5000 I

7 days 297OK (535OR) 11308 lo40 t
7 days 780K (140OR) 48817 7080 :

7 days 373°K (672OR) 2758 400 i
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5. Valves

The types of valves required by the various systems are ON/OFF valves
controlled electrically or pneumatically, aud relief-type valves Chat are
controlled by the pressure sensed internatiy by the valve. Size requirements
range from 6.4-mm (0.25-in) diameter to llS-mm (4.5-in) diameter, the largest
size required for the Catego_' VII liquid oxygen tank abort flowrate.

It is felt that adequate technology exists for all valves except the

liquid helium valves for the Category IV system. This is not to imply that
valves are available off the shelf, but rather that the technology exists to

fabricate these valves with a minimal degree of uncertainty that major
technical problems would surface. The basic problems with liquid helium
valves relate to the extreme low temperature, and the very low heat of

vaporization of I/quid helium. The extremely low temperature causes problems
• with materials of construction and solenoid coils. The low heat of

vaporization requires sophisticated designs to reduce heat leak into the
liquid from conduction along tubing, the environment and solenoid coils.

The difficulty in obtaining relief valves for these systems is the
requirement of a low cracking pressure at very low temperature combined with

low allowable leakage. This requirement has been met in the past _ith
complex, expensive relief valves.

6. Burst Discs

Although some difficult problems are presented to the burst disc designer,

it is felt that adequate technology exists for their development except in the

case of liquid helium. _le most difficult design problem likely to occur for

these systems is the requirement for low burst pressure with a small pressure
margxn above operating pressure, coupled with a wide temperature range.

7. Instrumentation

There are two areas of technology regarding instrumentation; cryogenic
mass flow metering devices, and zero-g propellant mass gaging. Neither of
these was directly addressed as part of this stud_ but further work in
developing this capability is required. Both of these areas are being
addressed as part of the development of the CFME and associated low-g fluid

• transfer technology programs.

8. Recoranendations

" The following analytical and experimental activities are recommended
to develop the required technology:

1. The CF'dE program should be continued as expeditiously as possible
to obtain general design data and performance capability of the
integrated liquid acquisition device/thermodynamic vent system in the

r low-g
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; on-orbit environment. For many of the fluid dynamic, the_al and
structural aspects of ot_-orbit storage and supply, liquid hydrogen
represents a worst-case design and performance situation; information
from the CFHE flights will provide a significant data base for
extrapolation to the other fluids of this study, except for liquid

helium. The CFME trunnion support concept will also be _roved,
lending credence to its use for tank sizes in the 0.62 mj (22 ft 3)
range.

2. Long-term storage of cryogens in large tanks should be addressed
in gr,ater detail by perforraing a preliminary detailed design of a

total storage and supply system, including the user system, storage
tankage, structural suppports and ancillary equipmeut. For example,
a design study looking at the integration of an argon storage tank
with an electric propulsion subsystem would provide _,eaningful data
on overall theresa1 perfcrraance, packaging, size, weight, and mission
life capability for all of the large tank sizes and fluids of this
study. An argon storage tank for a long orbital life presents
several difficult design proble_s identified and briefly evaluated in
this study: namely, structural support of a large, dense mass within
the payload bay, and insulation and structural support thermal
designs for extended (up to ?-year) storage.

A more detailed look at the support struts should be made,
including possible methods for uncoupling following launch to reduce
heat input to the inner vessel. It is believed that some weight
reductlo.s Lo the aluminum ring and truss frames, and the composite
struts, can be obtained as the result of a more detailed design and
analytical evaluation. Detailed BOSOR runs should be made of those

areas of the tank shell which are beefed-up for attachment of the
struts. These local areas cf increased thickness add significant
weight to shells of this size. At least a portion of the support
channels and truss network in reality would be part of a spacecraft
or platforra structure to which other system elements and components
can also be supported. Assigning the large weight penalty of this
support structure only to the tank assembly improperly penalizes the
liquid storage system in those cases where a basic str_ ,ral
framework holds together the entire payload package.

Since the argon application has a long-life storage requirement,
a more detailed design will address the specifics of a large thick-
ness of nitrogen-purged or helium-purged insulation. This would
include details of how layer density control during fabrication and

I launch can be maintained, and details of a purge system, if required,
! including the purge bag, closeou= fairings, and the purge gas

distribution network.
i

] 3. Further analytical and ixperin_ntal work is recon_ended in low-g

! convection, boiling and heat trlnsfer; specifically, analytical and
experimental efforts are needed co characterize low-g external and

internal TVS performance for different fXuids. The relative compar- i
ison should be made for a representative long-duration mission,
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assuming the same sizes, environments end operational requirements.
This study did not address an internal TVS configuration, but the

attractiveness of such a system should be compared to that of an

external system, particularly regarding pressure control of large
volulae, non-vacuum-jacketed tank configurations, with large localized

heat inputs. _te key technology evaluation would include the

capability of the internal TVS to control temperature stratification,
and the capability of the external TVS to significantly reduce the

heat flux into the liquid. A combination of these two may be the

preferred approach for large tanks requiring efficient thermal
control for long-term storage.

4. The performance characterization of Viscojets for use with all
the cryogens should be accomplished. This should include combininF

the Viscojet, heat exchanger and/or manitold arrangement that

surrounds a penetration or support, and flow control valves.

5. Additional development and demonstration is recommended to

ascertain the capability of the acquisition device to cope with
environmental effects, i.e. vibration, pulsed flow (transients),

shock and thermal inputs.

6. An analytical and experimental program should be pursued to

confirm attracticeness of nitrogen-purged MLI for use in the Shuttle

bay, and SOFl/nitrogen-purged biLlcombination for hydrogen storage in

the Shuttle. The experimental effort would include both calorimetric

tests in a laboratory environment and large scale tank tests in a
vacuum chamber.

7. The following component technology should be pursued:

a. Flight-weight liquid helium valves which introduce a
minimum of heat into the helium from either the environment

or internal solenoid coils.

b. Relief valves with relieving pressures of 34 - 103 KN/m 2
(5-15 psi) and maximum leak rates of I x 10-6 scc/sec

' which are operable from 20OK to 293OK (36OR to
528OR).

. c. _Irst discs for use in liquid helium systems.

d. A propellant mass guage for low-g cryogenic usage. A

nucleonic gauge has been developed which appears attractive

for space usage, but it is not flight-proven for cryogenic
applications. Other approaches should be pursued to get
gauging accuracy in low-g to within 1-2 percent.

e. A liquid cryogen floemeter for usage in low-g, qualified
for Shuttle-designed payloads.

!
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Vll. CONCLUSIONS

,_ Cryogenic storage and supply systems were conceptually designed using the
Cryogenic Fluid Mangement Experiment as a system baseline configuration with

appropriate changes identified to satisfy the mission and operational require-
_ ments. Minimum modifications were required for the 0.62 m3 (22 ft3) tanks

_ except for liquid helium. The only changes were increased diameter and thick-

ness of the trunnions which support the inner pressure vessel, an increased
outlet line size to handle the abort flowrate requirement, and increased MLI

thickness for the methane and argon cases due to much longer mission time

requirements. The 0.62 m3 (22 ft3) helium storage and supply system re-
. quired substantial modifications to the basic configuration due to the very

low temperature and low heat of vaporization. A conceptual design was select-

ed which contained an outer hydrogen-cooled shield to control heat input into

the inner storage assembly. The thermodynamic vent system was reconfigured

with a separate Viscojet and heat exchanger manifold for heat interception at

each trunnion support location.

The vacuum-jacketed tanks for the larger sizes were found not to be weight
competitive with conceptual designs using helium-purged MLI and nitrogen-

purged MLI with a layer of spray-on-foam insulation (SOFI) underneath, l_e
MLI/SOFI co_,bination appears attractive for liquid hydrogen application, and

may be useful for other cryogens depending on mission and ground-hold require-

ments, which will dictate specific configurations. The desire for commonality

to handle other cryogens with a single design influenced the decision to size

the 12.5 m3 (440 ft3) tanks and supporting structure for liquid argon, due
to its rather substantial mass. This resulted in an overdesigned situation for

oxygen and methane, with excessive weight and heat leak due to the substantial

structural supports required to handle the dynamic loads in the payload bay at
launch.

Long-duration missions (on the order of years) with liquid supply require-
ments need additional development of insulation and structural supports. De-

velopment of support mechanisms that can withstand the launch loads and then
be uncoupled from the storage vessels offer the advantage of extended life
traded against added complexity. For long missions with the requirement of

' low pressure gas supply at low flow rates, an external TVS is a good approach,

since the user system can be supplied with vent fluid through the heat ex-
changer line. This thermodynamic vent system design is particularly attrac-

• tire if the user requirements correspond to near optimum conditions where the
gaseous supply rate matches the withdrawal rate needed to maintain constant
tank pressure.

, b total conununication liquid acquisition device was found to be suitable
for the missions defined in the study. Thermal isolation of the device is a

. design problem for the large tank sizes, but this can be managed by judicious
_. _ routing and thermal coupling of the TVS to control localized heating.
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_j APPENDIX A

CSAM Description

The Cryogenic Storage Analysis Model (CSAM), is a_plicable to
the analysis of cryogenic systems of varied configurations and
features. It includes a transient heat transfer network analysis,

_- internal tank fluid thermodynamics and a heat exchanger routine
simulating a thermodynamic vent system. User-oriented input routines

provide flexibility in problem setup, and configurations are

completely determined from input data. Events and boundary
conditions are programmable, permitting simulation of an entire

mission with a single input.

A cryogenic storage or transfer system is defined by

conductor/node networks. Nodes are identified with alphanumeric

" names, and conductor connections are defined by specifying the names
of nodes to be connected. Descriptive node names can be used; this

feature not only eliminates manual table setup, but also simplifies

interpretation of result printouts. Liquid and gas contained in a
pressure vessel are similarly _escribed by nodes and conductors. A

convective conductor between liquid and gas is automatically
converted into the proper parameters for calculation of heat and mass
transfer across the liquld-gas interface. Within the tank both
liquid and gas can be represented by one or more nodes each. Since
the program assumes no orientation beyond that described by input,
arbitrary liquid-gas configurations can be represented, including gas
surrounded by liquid in a zero-g environment.

Heat exchangers are also described by node conductor input
parameters, representing the heat exchanger tube segments and thermal
connections to the elements to be cooled. Nodes representing the
fluid in the heat exchanger tube and conductors describing heat

transfer from fluid to tube wall are automatically set up. Multiple
heat exchangers can be described and each can have any (practical)
number of segments. One of the liquid nodes in the tank is
designated as the supply of fluid for the thermodynamic vent heat
exchangers.

The transient heat transfer analysis is accomplished numerically
, using an exponential method of solution of the equation,

miCldTi/dt "_Qi

' where

dTi/dt = the time rate of change of temperature of node i

mi = mass of node i

Ci = the specific heat of node i

. Qi = the net rate of heat flow into node i

.i
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This method assures stability and generally permits large time
steps with acceptable loss of accuracy. Temperatures of neighboring
nodes are projected for the current calculation from the past three time
steps. The time step is periodically adjusted between input-specified
limits on the basis of the maximum temperature change of any node to
maintain accuracy while minimizing computer usage.

Thermal conductivity as a function of temperature is incorporated
in the program for a large number of materials normally encountered in
cryogenic systems, including metals, nonmetals, composites and fluids.
These properties are in the form of polynomial curve fits and the
effective thermal conductivity of any conductor is calculated as a
function of er_ point temperatures as

K = _ _ T2 K(T)dT

eff T2 T1 JTI

Keff = effective thermal conductivity

K(T) = thermal conductivity as a function of temperature

TI,T 2 ffi temperature at end points

Input data required to describe conductors therefore consist of the

"from-to" node descriptors, a code indicating the type of conductor and
the physical parameters, i.e., cross-sectional area and length. Heat
flux is calculated from the basic equation

Qi_j = C(T i - Tj)

where

Qi-_j = heat transfer from node i to node j

T i and Tj = the end point temperatures

C = the conductance, calculated as

I

A
. Xeff

i

A = the effective cross-sectional area of the conductor

i X = conductor length

!
i Keff= the effective thermal conductivity I
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For free convection within the storage vessel, heat transfer is
computed from a Grashoff-Prandtl product (Rayleigh number) correlation

%j - Ac- " (T.-. • J

-: where

,_ A = heat transfer area (such as tank wall area)

a = coefficient defined below

i "
m = exponent defined below

K = thermal conductivity of fluid

L = characteristic length

jO- fluid density

g = acceleration or gravity

= coefficient of thermal expansion of fluid

T - temperature difference (T i - Tj)

Cp = specific heat of fluid

/CA= fluid viscosity

TI,T j = temperatures of nodes i, j

The factors a and m are taken from such published data as Th_.__e
Chemical Engineers _andbook I Fifth Edition. The value of (s) ranges
from 0.13 to 1.36 and (m) v4rles from 0-_ to 0.333, depending on
configuration and the Rayleigh number (the quantity in the above
equation that is taken to the m power). In this correlation, heat

transfer goes to zero for a zero-gravity environment. Provision is wde
in the progrm to limit the Rayleigh number to a minimum value of I,

, resulting in pure conduction for that case.

In the case of radiation, the product of area and gray-body view
; factor describes the conductor characteristics and the equivalent linear

i conductor is found by

C-eq- m'_(T i" 2) (Ti �Tj) !

]i
where

Ceq = equivalent cooductor for use in the heat transfer network
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AF = effective product of area and view factor

G'= Stefan-Boltzman constant

For nodes, the parameter of interest is the thermal mass, or the

product of mass and specific heat. Therefore the input data for each
node is initial temperature, mass and designator to specify the material

type. Specific heat values for material are built into the program, and
are calculated from curve fits as a function of current node

temperature. The thermal conductivity and specific heat data are
contained in a single subroutine and additional material properties can

be easily added without disruption of other program routines.

The determination of tank pressure depends on all other parameters,

and is a primary result (as are temperature distributions) of system

simulation using the CSAM program. Other output data include heat flux

for all conductors, mass and makeup of the ullage, ullage volume, liquid

mass, heat and mass transfer at the liquid-gas interface and heat
exchanger parameters.

The complexity involved in simulation of the internal tank thermal

and thermodynamic processes of the liquid and ullage within the
containment vessel is illustrated in Figure A-I. The CSAM program
determines tank pressure, mass transfer and temperature distributions,
considering all of the factors shown, for either a vapor-pressurized
tank or for the case when the ullage contains both vapor and helium as a
pressurant. The ullage and liquid can each be represented by one or
more nodes, permitting more detailed analysis of temperature
distributions.

At the heart of this analysis is the heat and mass transfer at the
liquid-gas interface. For the single specie ullage case, the liquid-gas
interface temperature is determined by tank pressure (i.e. the interface
is at the saturated state). Heat transfer will occur to and/or from the

interface due to temperature differences between the interface and the
adjacent liquid and gas. Any excess of heat at the interface will
result in evaporation of liquid and any deficiency in the heat transfer
will cause condensation of vapor according to

• _I - QIL
m _

!t
ev

,ll

where

m = rate of evaporation, if positive, or condensation, if _sative

i "
QCI = rate of heat transfer fro,, the bulk Sas to the interfac_

i • i

4 'QIL " rate of heat transfar from the interface to the bulk liquid i

i Hev= heat of vaporization A-4
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The resulting mass transfer will change the density of the ullage gas
: and the heat transfer will change its temperature, both of which will

influence tank pressure. A change in tank pressure will, in turn,
change the interface temperature and therefore the heat transfer rates.

Flma Enthalpy[
In/Out [

Themod_mic

I""- ' '4""co.posttionJ IPreseureCentre eros..

Ullage Density/ Ullage Externs_ !
Composit ion Temperature licat ins ]t

Ullage Pressuret/ass "' Partial Pressure
of Vapor |

L.:oquid/Cas (2-Specie Ullag,)_
Interface _ , |
Temperature _ Diffusion Process ! !

/" _,.r/._. I !

, iLiquid _ .

Temperature Heat/Hug Tramsfer J
Iaflov/ at IAquid/Gaa Interface |

Outlier - £vaporat/on/Condtmmatiem]

Figure A-I Interactions AL_ecting Internal Tank Thermodymmics

When a noncondens._ble pressurant is included in the ullage, the
process is ¢oBplicated by the diffusion process in the two component gas
mixture. This process largely deter-ines the partial pressure of vapor
adjacent to the interface, and therefore the interfece temperature, ar,d

' the heat and miss transfer rates.

For this process, Ring_ gives the equation
m

CGS PTc £cr Pet a 14

Dt TGT itu LPTG-P_-_ X /6_GP _v

* Llllott ling (Editor)! locket Propellant and Pressurisation
Systems. Prentice Hall, New York, MY, 1964.
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where

As m surface area

CGS = a constant for convective heat transfer

6v = diffusion coefficient

PTG = tank pressure

Mv - molecular weight of vapor

Dt = tank diameter

TGF = temperature of film at interface

Ru = universal gas constant

PVL = vapor pressure ac interface temperature

PVG = partial pressure of vapor

PGF • density of gas near interface

_GF • coefflcient of thermal expansion

a = acceleratlon

A_ = temperature difference

_F = viscosity o_ film near interface

The CSAH prosrsm uses a numerical iteration routine that 8olveq a
simplified version of the above equation. This routine was taken from
our pressurization model (computer program ODO&I), which has been
successfully used to correlate test data for tankage systems using a
noncondensible pressurant.

In the c_Iculation of tank thermodynamic and thermal processes,

some 25 propurties of fluids are required (for the two specie ullage
case). These properties are calculated in three subprograms, one for
the stored fluid, one for the noncondeneible pressurant, and one for
determining the properties of the two component ullage as f.actions of
temperature, pressure and mass fraction of pressurant gas in the

mixture. The latter is indepenc _t of the fluids beins used, calling ou
the first two for the single specie properties. _urrent capabilities
include helium as the pressurant, and the following fluids as the stored
cryogen:

1) S_drogen! 4) Methane!

2) Nitrogen! 5) &rgon!

3) OxTgen_ 6) Helium.

A- 6
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The data are in the form of polynomial curve fits with real number
exponents that vary with temperature and pressure. The data base
includes the following properties:

S_turation temperature, Ts(p) ;
Specific heat at constant pressure and volume for both liquit and

vapor, Cp(T), Cv(T);

Heat of vaporization, hvap(P) ;
Enthalpy of liquid, hl(P,T) ;
Enthalpy of saturated liquid, hal(P);
Enthalpy of saturated vapor, hay(p);

Enthalpy of vapor, hv(T) , gv(P,T);
• Comp-essibility factor, Z(P,T)

Density of vapor,_P,Z,T); i
Viscosity of superheated vapor and subcooled liquidt/t(P,T); |'

• Prandtl Ho. of vapor and liquid, Pr(P,T);

Therual conductivity of vapor and liquid, k(PtT); i
Thermal conductivity of saturated liquid, ksl(T);
Crashof-Prandtl product for superheated vapor and subcooled liquid,

(Pr)(Cr).

All functions of P and T generated for the data base use the form

I

F(P,T) = f(P)T g(T)p Fo(Po, To )

where Fo is the value for a siven property at a pressure and
temperature typical for the phase of the substance, and which is chosen
to yield the most accurate representation. The range of data for wltich
the equations are valid is from the triple point to the critical point.
In some instances a pareicular property, such as vapor eethalpy is
figured for pressure and temperature over a wide range, but is modified
for greater accuracy to be dependent only on temperature over a narrower
range.

Hission events and bou;_lary conditions chat can be specified as
functions of rise include:

I) Set point pressure for therlodynaaic vent system(s);

2) Set poinC pressure for direct gas vent;

3) Rate of liquid inflow and/or outflow;

: 4) Set point pressure for tank pressurization;
mE

; $ ) Grav i ty;

, 6) Teuperature of external flux to/from boundary nodes.AP" ,
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In the thermodynamic vent, liquid is withdrawn from the _nk where ,
pressure reduction or control is required. This liquid flows through a
flow-restricting device into a heat exchanger. The flow restrlcto_

(along with the low-pre_su_e si,_kof space) res_It_ in an in_ernai heat

2xchanger pressure substantially _elow tank pressure. When the vent
liquid undersoes a reductior in pressure, part cf the liquid vaporizes

_ and the two-phase mixture goes to the s_turation temperature
corresponding to the new pressure. At this point, the vent flui6 is
capable of absorbing heat from th_ tank contents (liquid and/or gas) as
the fluid becomes totally vaporized and the vapor temperature increases
to approach the temperature _f the fluids being cooled. Therefore the
hem exchanger is designed co utilize this refrigeration capability.
Tank pressure is controlled by several processes_ namely reduction of
liquid volume, condensation of vapor at the liquld-gas interface and
pressure reduction by lowering gas temperature at either constant or
decreasing density. Raving achie_-ed these results, the vent vapor is
capable of absorbing additional heat, and an opti_l system may use this
additional refrigerant capacity to intercept heat i:_ the major heat leak
paths such as tank insulation, supports and piping.

The CSAM computer pro_r_ orovides the capability for simulation of
the thermodynamic vent system described above. One or more tubular hem
exchangers can he configured. Each i_ separately controlled, and each
:an be arbitrarily routed to intercept heat from desired node points
using any practical n_mber of segment_ wi_h various lengths. Heat
transfer to the tube walls from the nodes being cooled is calculated in

the basic heat transfer section of the program. Heat transfer _rom the
fluid to the tube wall and d_termxnltion of the thermodynamic state of
the fluid is handl_d in 8 separate h_it exchanger routine. The logic of
this routine is shown in Fi_re A-2.

T_,e inlet fluid quality i_ calculated from the assmmption that the

inlet _Ic;.. :_ all liquid at T = TI ano that enthalpy remains constant
thro_%h • ,; _, _re reduction proc._ss. It is assumed that both liquid
and vsp_ _ _;4 discharge of the pressure reducing device are at the
saturation temperature corresponding to the reduced pressure. The
d_scharge quality is therefore found from

3l I - RL2

HSV2 - KL2

|

_here

_ %2 = quality

BLI - enthall_ of liquid at entrance to d_vlce

_2 • enth_Ipy of saturatml )iquid le_vin_ d_vic_

BSV2 o entkmlpy of saturated vapor leevin_ device

A-g
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: Other assumptions that have been incorporated in the heat exchanger
analysis are: (1) the pressure remains constant throughout the length
of tile heat exchanger, and (2 _ the temperature of vapor and liquid
remain constant throughout the two-phase region (i.e., until the point
where all liquid has been vaporized). In system simulations we have
done in the past, the assumption of constant pressure, when compared
with predicted pressure drop in the heat exchanger, results in

¢ negligible error. In fact, for such a system, internal heat exchanger

pressure must be regulated by a backpressure-regulating device near the

outlet and the requirement for optimal heat transfer tends to size the
tube large compared to the fluid flow rate. However, the validity of

this assumption is always checked and, if required, pressure loss in the

system is calculated.

Heat transfer from the heat exchange fluid to the internal tube

wall depends on the appropriate film heat transfer coefficient. For
single-phase gas flow, the correlation given by Lauer* is

hf = 0.0243

where

hf = film heat transfer coefficient

K = thermal conductivity of gas

D = internal diameter of tube

V = velocity in the tube

,0 = density of gas

,_= viscosity

Cp = specific heat of gas at constant pressure

For the two-phase flow before the point where all liquld has •
vaporized, many correlations are presented in the literature. Our

analysis indictes that fluid flow in this region in a low gravity
environment will be dominated by capillary forces. In addition,

velocities will be small as will heat flux. We are presently using the

correlation suggested by Dougall and Rohsenow** (similar to that given
above) as

* B. E. Lauer: "How to Evaluate Film Coefficients for Heat-Transfer

Calculations". Reprinted from the Oil and .as Journal, 1953.

: ** R. S. Dougall and W. H. Rohsenow: Film Boilin a on the Inside of

Vertical Tubes with Vertical Flow of the Fluid at Low _ualities. MIT
:_ Report 9079-26, 1963.
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0.023oKvo0,.%_
where

QI, Qv = volumetric flow rates of liquid and vapor_ respectively

• A = tube internal cross-sectional area and the other parameters are as

previously given, the subscript v denoting that the parameter is
evaluated for saturated vapor.

l

I
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APPENDIX B

ACRONYMNS

BP Bubble Point

CFME Cryogenic Fluid Management Experiment

CSAM Cryogenic Storage Analysis Model

DACS Data Acquisition and Control System

GEO Geosynchronous Orbit

, HXI Heat Exchanger I

HX2 Heat Exchanger 2

ICD Interface Control Document

LAD Liquid Acquisition Device
t

LEO Low Earth Orbit

LeRC Lewis Research Center

LF Load Factor

MLI Multilayer Insulation

OMS Orbital Maneuvering System
OTV Orbit Transfer Vehicle

PSD Power Spectral Density, g2/Hz

RCS Reaction Control System
RTLS Return to Launch Site

SOFI Spray-On-Foam-Insulation

SPAH Spacelab Payload Accommodations Handbook

SQ5 Composites Computer Program

STS Space Transportation System

TVS Thermodynamic Vent System

VCS Vapor-cooled Shield
VJ Vacuum Jacket

,i
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